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THE L.S .D. JlROJECT 

(Sp:tra.l ne u.der) 

J.C.Gouache "'and J"$Trembleyx) 

Abridged and edited by I.Skryl 

Introduct:Lon 

High energy physics and the study of the elementary particles 

require higher and higher stat:.stics. In the field of bubble chamber 

physics, higher statistics meaH more and more particles to soan and 

to analyse. To satisfy such neE~ds, automatic mao hines are under con

struction or development. 

The first automatic machir.e was the HPD or Fsfix/ with its meoha-

nical flying spot digitizer o Tl.e following two machines were the 
xxxy 

PEPR and the Spiral Reader. The PEPR differs from the well-known 

HPD in two principal ways. 

I) The spot of light which scans the photograph in PEPR is gene

rated by a CRT (cathode ray tube) rather than by mechanical 

means. 

2) The spot of light is ca!able of being expanded into a line 

segment with any desired orientation. This line segment de

tects track elements in an analogue manner, some of the non

track background signal is automatically filtered out. 

The Spiral Reader differs :~adically from the HPD and the PEPR in 

that it has an operator "on-linn". In addition it has 1ts own method 

of digitization invented in I95B by B.McCormick from the A1varez 

x)CBRN - Coll~ge de Franc·e 
xx/ HPD.or FSD: Hough Powell Device or Flying Spot Digitizer. 

xxx/PEPR: Precision Encoding and Pattern Recognition. 
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group (Berkeley) where it started to operate for Physics experiments 

in 1965. A radially oriented mechinical line segment (a slit) scans 

spirally outwards from a vertex. ,ln operator l;)okin-.~r on a projection 

table centres the spiral scan on ;he vertex of the event and helps 

if necessary the measurement by glving instructions to the computer. 

The filtering of the Digitization:; is performed off-line on a large 

computer (in the case of Berkeley and CERN on a CDC 6600). 

Until now the most automatic machlnes, HPD and PEPR, require 

human intervention; this is done 'ff-line by manually measuring a few 

points on each track, to prepare :~oads which are needed for the final 

evaluation. With the Spiral Reade:~ the assistance is given during the 

measurement by the precise positi•)ning onto the vertex. 

Fig.I is a photograph of the Spiral Reader at CERN with its 

electronics and on-line computer PDP 9), taken in il..pril I968 during 

the mounting of the machine. 

Fig. I. T~e Spiral Reader at CERJ with its electron1cs and on-line 

computer (PDP-9). 
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Pr1n01plee o~ the U·D (Spiral Reader) 

The LSD performs the ana1ysis of the events using the particu

lar star pattern of the reaction in measuring them with polar coor

dinates (R= e ) related to the normal cartesian coordinate system 

by the fiducial and vertex X-Y coordinates. 

The polar system scans the film optically from its centre point 

outward (increasing radius) ani clockwise (increasing angle). The 

centre of the spiral scan may oe moved to any point of the film 

with the help of the two stage3 and is referenced by the rectangular 

coordinate system. As the scannlng slit which is mechanically realized 

crosses a track, a photomultiplier tube produces a pulse which initi

a~es the storage of the polar ooordinates at that time. When the data 

is P,rocessed off-line., the conputer will reconstruct the event a.nd 

reference it to the fiducial marks. 

II. Description 

II.I Mechanics and Optics 

Fig.2 is a sketch of the feneral assembly of the machine showing, 

from left to right : 

a) The projection table 

b) The film transport· system 

c) The X-Y stage with the optics housing above it 
' 

d)' The cone~periscope 

e) The auto-fiducial system a.nd the TV camera 

II.I.I Film Transport System 

The film transport system is designed to take JOO metre spools 

of unperforated film of either J5 mm or 50 mm. The maximum speed iS 
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5 metres/sec. The ~11m transport which takes the tlrree stereoviews, 

makes an angle of 90° with the image position on the stage. The film, 

after passing through a vacuurr buffer ~ turns 90° by sliding on 45° 

rollers, thus permitting the X translation of the upper stage, the Y 

movement of the lower stage;both movements are absorbed by the 

vacuum buffer of the transport. 

II.I.2 The X-Y Stage 

The X-Y stage is f~rmed by two movable tables running on rollers 

and driven by ball-screws directly coupled to printed circuit motors. 

The lower table, moving in the longitudinal direction of the film, 

has a total travel of 200 mm ani the upper one a cross movement of 

I50 mm. The maximum speed of th~ tables is 12 em/sec. On the upper 

table .a film clamp system maint.lins the films in place during the 

measurement by pressing them beGween two glass plates.The table po

sition is picked up by HeidenhaLn linear encoders giving a least 

count of 2.0 microns. 

The movement of the stage can b3 obtained either under computer or 

under manual control •. The manual control is realized by a spe~d b~ll 

and used principally for fiduci.ll measurement, vertex positioning 

and crutch points~ 

The centring on the vertex or .. fiducials and the crutch points, is 

observed on a TV set with a hig1er magnification than on the pro~ 

jection table (200 times compar~d to IO times)o 

A film frame counting system (B:~enner mark de~ector) is mounted on 

the upper stage which steps up a film frame counter in the computer 

to permit the research of the n~xt frame and to position the picture 

to within 2/IO of a millimetre. 
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II. I.J The 9~tics 

Fig.J gives'a scheme of tl:.e general optics layout of th:e rna-

chine. The light is produced by a Xenon lamp delivering 450 Watts 

and illuminating the film after a 90° deflection on to a cold mirror 

to avoid film heating. The machine is designed to project only one 

view at a time while the film trar,sport system is able to take the 

three views. The passage from one view to the other is done with the 

lower stage (Y-displacement of the X-Y stage). 

The semi-transparent mi~ror No.I splits the projection in two parts, 

one part going ·via objective No.I, mirrors No.4 and 5 on the projec

tion table, the other part being reflected on the cone for the measu-

rement. 

The projection for the measurement is done by objective No.2 on the 

virtual horizontal plane A. In reality the image is focused on a slit 

"S" (mounted on a sliding piece mowing up and down along the axis of 

a cone supporting the mirror No.J ~nd turning around) after the ref

lection 6n the last mirror No.J fiKed on the edge of a rotating cone. 

The first objective is a Schneider Repro-Claron (J55:I:9) giving a 

magnification of ~0 on the table. rhe second objective is again a 

Repro-Claron (J05:I:9), the magnification on the slit being 2.8 times 

the image on the film. 

The mirror No.2 is a semi-transparant mirror leaving part of the image 

to be projected on the TV camera and automatic fiducial measuring 

system. 

II.I.4 The Cone-P~riscope 

The cone-periscope assembly consists of a vertically ball-bearing 

suspended drum, which rotates presently at a constant speed of 900 
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turns per minute. To provide a sp:.ral scan of the event centred on 

its apex, a periscope tuble is moving up and down along the .axis of 

a cone. The periscop~ movement is independent of the rotation of the 

coneo The light reflected by the nirror NooJ is projected on a small 

slit (50}) x IOOq}<.) and deflectecl by a silvered prism on a fibre 

opt1c pipe which then guides the :.ight to a photomultiplier situated 

outside the cone-periscope assembJJ. The vertical movement of the 

periscope is achieved by a printeC. circuit motor acting on a ball 

screw. The R and 8 coordinates are provided by Heidenhain encoders. 

The R encoder is a standard lineal· encoder of the same type as the 

X-Y encodes of the stages. The encoder is specially developed by 

Heidenhain, Germany; it is a disc with J2,400 division per turn (I2 

micron light - I2 micron dark), mtatiplied electronically by 4 to pro

duce a least count of 2.5 microns at the largest scan radius on the 

film. 

Presently the size of the spiral f.can is 80 em in radius in the 2m 

chamber and 5J mm of the film. 

For controlling the movement of tl.e periscope, its position is given 

by a linear potentiometer providir.g feedback information in the posi

tion servo ~or maintenance. 

IIei.5 The Auto-Fiducial System 

The fiducial measuring systen1 is arranged such that it will be 

poe-sible to measure 4 fiducials s:lmultaneously. Four adjustable "V"

shaped Etlits (5mm x 20).() are mour.ted in front of 4 pairs of fibre 

o;?tics light guides connected to f, photomultiplier~. The system has 

to be changed and readjusted for each chamber type and is now desig

ned for the HBC 200 and HBC 8I of CERN. 
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II.2. Control Electronics and ::nterface to the PDP9 Computer: 

II.2.I. The PDP9_C_Qm_Eu_1e.!: .§:.!!d_~l_1a_!!d~rd Pe£i,.2h~r.§::l~. 

The PDP9 is a computer maitufactured by "Digital Equipment 

Corporation", Maynard, Massc:chussets. It is an I8 bit machine, 

provided in its basic version ~'ith an 8I92-word memory, a model JJ 

send-receive Teletype, and a pc.per-tape reader-punch. The teletype 

is used by the computer to pern1it messages to the operator and is 

used by the operator to providE requested information to the compu

ter (mperator number, data, present film frames etc ••• ) or to alter 

the normal sequence of the prot.ram, as will be di3cussed later. In 

addition to this basic configuiation we have purchased 2 magnetic 

tape units with controller~ one unit for_1nput of sca~ning informa

tion, the second one for output of digitizings from the spiral scan 

and for output of indicative irformation. Finally, in order to 

display for the operator the R - 0 coordinates of the digitizings · 

which are written onto the out1ut tape, we have purchased the type 

J4H display controller with a FM 564 Tektronix storage oscilloscope. 

II.2.2. Flow of Data Between tte Different Parts of the Machine: - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - -
The LSD might be considered as consisting of J parts: the 

computer, the mechanical assembly, and the operator. Each one of 

these J parts sends or receives messages which are not directly 

usable or understandable. The role of the control electronics, at 

the cent~r of these three poles, is to work out the. necessary trans

lations and allow transmission of data between the three parts. 

Fig.4 shows how all data faths flow through the control elec

tronics (except the exchange of data between computer and ·Standard 

DEC peripherals, i.e. tape units, teletype, storage oscilloscope). 

IJ 
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From this figure, one can .>ee for instance that the computer 

sends commands such as a veloci;y for the periscope or the X-Y 

stage. This command loads a so-,}alled "velocity register" in the 

control electronics, the conten·:s of which determine the proper 

width of the 20 kHz pulses appl:.ed to the printed circuit motor lo

cated in the mechanical assembl~r. 

Another example: the operator initiates an operation during the 

measuring· sequence by depressint; any one of the IO console buttons. 

This action sets the correspond:.ng flip-flop of a so-called "command 

and status register" in the control electronics. The content of this 

register read into the computer directs the program to take the ac

tion the operator wants to be pE:rformed. 

These two examples show clEarly ·the role of transmission~ 

translation and coordination of the control electronics. Without 

further analysing how the signals are dealt within the control elec

tronics, let us mention the different kinds of signals it will send 

or receive: 

a) from the computer it recEives: 

-commands (e.g.to read a Iegister into the computer) 

data ( e.g. a velocity) 

- tests (e.g. the next seqLential instruction of the program 

will or will not be skipred depending upon the stage of a 

given flip-flop) 

- enables (e.g. a given flip-flop is permitted to cause a prog

ram interrupt when it corres to a I) 

to the computer it sends: 

data (e.g. X-Y coordinates) 

results of tests (e.g. tbe pulse which will cause a skip) 

- Interrupt (e.gv if previcnsly enabled, the flag corresponding 
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to a. limit switch on the X st.l.ee will cause an interrupt when 

the stage hits the limit) 

b) from the mechanical assembly tt receives: 

raw data (e.g. the periscope iisplacement from the Heidenhain 

linear encoder) 

- mechanical states (e.g. which view is positionned under the op

tical axis from the view sens)rs, or the crossing of the· refe

rence marks) 

to the mechanical assembly it sends: 

- command pulses to the motors 

- command signals to the film damp and the film transport system 

(e.g. stop film accurately wh~n the next Brenner mark passes 

under the detector) 

c) from the operator it receives: 

-requests from the console but~ons 

displacement commands of the {-Y stage via the "speed-ball" • 

II. 2.J._C..Q.nfig~a_!i.Qn_of El!ctr.QliC_ Subs,rste.!!!S.!. 

The LSD control electronics ls divided accordin8 to the mecha

nical divisions. Except "interfac~" which simply translates the DEC 

negative logic (0, -JV) to the "T~xas Instruments" positive logic 

(0, +5V) and conversely, no other element is common to the electro~ 

nics subsystems; each one constit1tes an independent whole which 

separately controls its corresponding meohanica.l part. 

The logic part of these elec·;ronic subsystems is designed with 

microcircuits of the so-called TT:~ (Transistor-Transistor Logic) 

technology manufactured by ttTexas Instruments"· , series SN .74N· and 
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;3N 74 H. r::'he a.na'J_ogue parts us·~ inteerated operational amplifiers 

manufactured by UJ.i'airchild" (}\ i\.700 Series) and "Motorola 11 (I;;C I4J~· 

'Fieure 5 shows the differ:nt electronic subsystems. All parts 

situated above the interfac ~ c ·)nsti t ute the computer and its periphe· 

ral equipments e All parts l'eloH constitute the control electronics. 

On the left hand side can be s1:en the subsystems which are constantl; 

under direct control of the pr1>grarn, which cannot perform any sin[i:le 

operation without the appropriate command from the program. On the 

rigth hand side, the digitizings channel (Channel D), only needs to 

be initialized by the ~rogram; two registers are loaded - word 

count and initial addres.s regi~;ter - which define respectively the 

size and starting address of the input buffer for the spiral scan 

digitizings; once the channel :.s initialized the digitizings come 

at their own rate with no furtlLer intervention of the program until 

the spiral scan is finished. 

This figure also shows hov the J PD?9 words are inputted fo:r 

each digitizing (total 54 bits:. i .. pulse coming :from tl1e periscope 

photo-multiplier (PM) is first normalized by an automatic g~in 

control (AGC) system and is thEn digitized Vla an analog-to-digital 

converter (A .D.Conv.), the pulE.e height b•:J1T:g stored :in a pulse 

height register (P.H.Reg.). If the e~~es of tlie pulse correspond 

to given specifications the ru:se An~lyser issues a signal "Valid 

.?ulse'' to the Channel D electrc.nlcs. This signal in return, causes 

Channel. D to issue J strobe sit;nals, separated by 4j.{S, to input 

successively the radius from tLe periscope scaler, the angle () and 

pulse width AB as given by thE S encoderi and the pulse height 

as stored in the pulse height Jegister. 
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II.J Software 

The necessary software fo::.c the LSD consists essentially of 4 

different programs; 

an on-line co~trol program "ASTERIX" (size 6k-PDP9 words) 

- a maintenance al1d check p:r'< gram t~]:li\.VEN'l (size 2. 5k-PDP9 words~ 

an off-line filter program "POOH" (size IJk-CDC 6600 words) 

(size IOk-CDC 6600 words) 

In addition let us mention t'rat the control and maintenance 

programs are punched on cards and are assembled on the CERN CDC 

6600. This produces a'oinary magnEtic tape containinG relocatable 

subroutines which are linked together at loading t:me. The assemb-

ler which .was initially developed in Berkeley has been consideratly 

improved. The linkj_ng loader has teer. entirely developect at CERNo 

II.J.I. The On-Line Control Progra~ 

This is the nornal workine; p:rcgrc..m during LSD operation. It 

does no calculation or filtering but just outputs onto mag~etic 

tape the raw data from the spiral scan, the vertex, crutch points, 

stopping points and fiducial coo~dinates. It directs the measuring 

sequence and makes provisior. for the operator to rr.odify this se-

quence (remeasurement of a vertex, of an entire event, rejeat of 

an event etc.) via the teletype kevboard. It prints messages to 

the operator: indications or commeats of the scanner, error condi-

tions, current roll, frame, experinent numbers, requests a new 

mag~etic tape, etc. Before the fir3t event is measured it calibra

tes the different periscope velocity ramps for the spiral scan 

(more po'!.nts are needed around the vertex than far away), and checks 

for consistency of the X,Y and periscope scalers during measurement • 
. I8 



The program also controls the d.i.ta collection from the spiral scan. 

In order not to l~rnit the numbe.~ of digitizings which are inputted 

for one vertex, the program rnak;s use of a dynamic buffering, i.e. 

two input buffers are filled al~ernatively by the digitizings corning 

from Channel D electronics and a full buffer is immediately emptied 

onto magnetic tape and is ready to accept more data when the other 

buffer is full in its turn* 

While the digitizings are com).ng in, the program displays on the 

memory scope the values of R an<t $ which are being written into 

the input buffer before it is outputted onto magnetic tape. Another 

feature of the program is the automatic measurement of the fiducial 

marks. Eight photomultiplier tu1:es receive light from four pairs 

of slits parallel to the legs of 4 fiducial crosses. For measurement, 

a sweep of the X-stage is initic:.ted by the program. Positions of the 

stage are stored for leading anc trailing edges of the pulses gene

rated by the 8 fiducial legs in their appropriate photomultiplier 

tube. Under the assumption that the legs have an angle of ~45° on 

t:te X-axis, the centre of the fj.ducial crosses can be calculated. 

To be accepted however,_ as the final fiducial positions, they have 

to pass, successfully, consistercy checks and more precisely,. that 

the distances between one and tte other lie within given tolerances. 

If these checks fail for one or several of them, the operator is 

requested to measure them man~aJly. The program also controls the 

film transport system. For instance, during initialization the ope

rator is requested to provide tte present frame numbers. The framE 

number of the first event to be measured is read from the input tape 

and the J films are moved and ccrrectly positioned on the desired 

frame number. 
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The 6k-word control program is en·;irely written in machine language. 

The teletype input output routine:; occupy third uf the program, the 

automatic measurement of fiducial:; another third, the rest being 

used for periscope, stage, film t:·ansport control, data input-output, 

display and utility programs. The 2 input buffers are presently 999 

words long. 

II.J.2 The Maintenance and Check ~oPram 

This program had been origc. Jl<llly developei.; :.~.t Berkeley and was 

simply adapted, taking into accou1t Ci'~R;f modifications. 

Its operation involves the takine of I500 digitizings from a spiral 

scan (this implies a 4500 word in1ut buffer) and the display of the 

entirely or part of the data. Und~r command of the teletype keyboard 

one can display points within som~ range of pulse height or pulse 

width to check the functionning of the pulse analysis system. One 

car. also intensify some points of a given pulse height against a 

background of all the data. One o.1.n select an area of the display 

and magnify it on the entir8 display range to check the optics, the 

mechanical precision, the linear 1nd rotary encoders. One can display 

leadi~£ edge, mid-point or traili~g edge of the periscope pul~cs. 

finally one can calculate the per~entage each bit in the J data words 

is in the "one" state~ to detect lny "stuck bit 11 and consequently 

any failure in Channel D electronics. 
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II.J.J The Off-Line Filter Pro'"rarn 
..;;,_.;._.,~.;;.;;;;,._.:;;..;;;;.;;;;..;;,_~::;.;;..;;.;;;..;;._..;;:..;;:~1 ...... --

C.ERN has presently no expt:rience with the filter program since 

the first LSD output tape hae. ~~nly been produced very recently, arid 

due to the absence of the Heidcnhain rotary encoder, the () values 

are very crudee However, let Uf mention the principles of the filte: 

program: as it is implemented End in production in Berkeley. The 

points digitized in the first J/5 of the spiral scan, where the 

filtering effect of the slit ic of most valuej are histogrammed into 

bins of a Je5° width, which oo!responds to I.5 track widths at the 

origin of the radial reneth an~ IO track w1dtts at the upper limit 

of the bins. The bins have successive slopes comprised between two 

maximum values which correspond to a minimum radiu~ of curvature 

for the tracks considered.When s bin contains more than one half 

of the number of cone revolu~~cns in the histogramming region, the 

points are considered as cons~ituting a possible track. When two 

bins contain ~he same poiLts with a minimum percentage of 60% they 

are considered as belonging to the same track. An equation of the 

type: (J =Go +a<. 'l t- {- + ( z 3 
:.s then used for a least squares fit 

of the points and those which do not fi~ within given tolerances 

are successively eliminated. When tltis histogramming is terminated, 

the tracks are extended upwards. Each time a new point is added 

the fit parameters are updated, the point is con~idered as belonging 

to the t~ack if the ~it parametars lie within given tolerances from 

the parameters of the preceedin; fit. 

If a 11 crutch pointn has been adied by the operator, a similar his

togramming takes places downwar is (in the vertex direction), th~· 

tracks are followed in the same way down to tte vertex and then 

from the crutch point upwards p .3..S far as possible e 
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At this stage, the filter progran ma.y have provided spurious tracks. 

A match in space, using informat:.on from the three views finally 

performs elimination of spurious tracks by consistency checks on di

rection, sign and magnltude of CHrvature, dip and azimuth. 

II.J.4 The Calibration Program 

The existence of this progrc.m is due to the fact that the spira.l 

reader uses two different sets o:' coordinate systems: X-Y rectangl!lar 

coordinates for the fiducials, VE!rtices, "crutch points" and stopping 

points, and R- 8 polar coordinates for the spiral scan digitizings. 

'rhe calibration program calculatf!S the coefficients for the trans-

forination of the polar coordinatt!S into rectangular coordinates. 

'Ehis is done by measuring a so-cc:~lled 11 chicken pathn pattern with 

a spiral scan. The X-Y coordina tt!S of the cross centres are known 

precisely by construction of the glass plate. The X'-Y' coordinates 
. 

of the cross centres are calcula·;ed from the R- e coordinates of 

the LSD output data. Partly empi~·ically, partly using formulae of 

the known mechanical and optical dist~rtions, an equation is .estab

lished which allows, by interpolation between crosses, the trans

formation from the X'-Y' to the :c-Y system and ultimately the R-e 
to the X-Y system. 

IILAssoc·Lated Topics 

J::ILI. Accuracy of the Spi:ral Rea<ter 

The CERN-College de :france ·~.S.D. Project being in the period 

of mounting and testing and the 0 encoder not yet installed, it is 
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impossible for us to give any tnformation about the accuracy of 

measurement from our machine. 
' 

The only comments possible on that subject are those .made by 

the Berkeley group on their machine W:ark I. (Spiral scan radius 

40 ern, ·and off-axi s optics). 

It is always claimed by tre Berkeley group that the accuracy 

of the measurements made with the S.R. is comparable with the accu

racy of the conventional rneasuxing machines (Franckenstein or IEP) 

on the same length of tracks (G.Lynch UCRL I7J28). 

Naturally we have to keep in mind when accuracy is discussed, 

two things that limit the precision: 

I) The slit is radial and .would digitize ·.only the dark spots that 

cut ty more that 20% the light going throught the slit. In this 

case a track that has turned from 20 to 40 degrees is no more digi-

tized. 

2) The length ·of track measured is finite and eq_ual c::. t best to the 

radius of the spiral. 

S.R.Berkeley Mark I - 40 em 

S.R.Berkeley Ma.rk II - 80 ern. 

L.S .D. CERN - 80 em. 

In both laboratories the radius of 80 em is achieved by having 

a greater demagnification optically and not mechanically. 

Meanurernents done on IEP's at CERN show no remarkable differen

ce between measurements on 40 em or 80 ern, or 80 em but with half 

magnification. . 
We hope to be able to meaGure with a precision as good as for 

the IEP, but this has to be confirrneci experimentally, when the L.S.D. 

will be in operatione 
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BLr.;M::> I.N LARGE 

IIYDROGEN BUBBLE CHAMBERS 

A. Lev~quex) 
Abridged and editei by s.corenchenko 

At Serpukhov for the firnt time intense beams of high 

energy particles have become Lvailable; opening a new field 

in particle physics .. Present l1ubble chambers have well known 

limitations; in particular they do not provide unambiguous 

identification of high energy interactions:. this was the main 

motivation for building larger chambers. 

The purpose of these lectures is to discuss the new expe-

rimental possib~lities offered by this new_generation of equip-

ment. The major concern is the accuracy of the data since reac-

tions will be identified on the basis of kinematic analysis. An 

important quantity is the 11 mea3urements error parametern c which 

depends on quali.ty of the chamber; rough estimates of € will be 

given, reviewing various sourc3s of errors specific to large 

chambers. Expected physical re;>ults and limitation will be 

investigated, mainly from the )oint of view of very high energy 

interactions. 

I would like to aoknowlede:e stimulating discussions with 

C.GE~~OLLEN, J.LOTTIN, C.FRANK and R.HUBBARD while preparing 

these notes. 

x).Sacle France 
' 
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SECTION I. POSITION ERRORS 

In standard treatment of buhble chamber data, the measure-

ments error E is usually defiHed as the root mean square 

deviation of measured points from the fitted curve after repro

jection on the front glass of thE chamber; the measurements 

errors on momentum and angles ~ ~, ..1 e and ~.A are all proper-

tional to ~-

When a charged particle traverses a plate of Huckness 1; 
' 

it undergoes a large number of ccllisions, most of them producing 

very small angular deflections.Tbis additional error varies as 
n -~ 

~ while the measurement error on angular goes with ~ 

The total angular error is minimu~ for some optimum length, pro

portional to V{if' and independert of the applied magnetic field. 

ILLUMINATION AND OPTICS IN GIANI' CHAMBERS 

As far as data processing is concerned, the main difference 

between the new generation of bub.)le chambers and the present 

one is related to the new o~tics and illumination devices. 

It seems appropriate to reca:_l outlines of those designs 

before going into possibles sourc1~s of error specific to those 

giant chambers. 
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............ ----~-----------------
Table I shows the main spec1f1oa.t1ons of ao.me giant oha.m

bers now under Qonstruction. With the exception of Mirabelle, 

hydrogen chambers come in the form of a short vertical cylinder. 

Mirabelle and propane chambers a.re long horizontal cylinders. 

As a c·onsequence the first type )alls for a small number ·of ca

meras, each of them seing most o:~ the chamber volume while in 

long chambers only part of the cameras are useful in measuring 

a particular event. 

In the first place most grot.ps had to abandon, not without 

reluctance, the famili~r large g1ass windows either because they 

were too costly to make or because, in the hydrogen case the 

necessary holes in the magnet would produce important magnetic 

field losses. Most groups have adopted retrodirective bright 

field illumination using scotchlite and fish-eye optics. 

Chamber Illuminationx/ 

A bubble can be seen either hecause it scatters light out 

of a beam and appears dark against a clear background (bright 

field) or because the scattered l~.ght is caught by a camera placed 

in such a way as not to receive tr.e direct light, (dark field). 

x/ An extensive review of illumination and photography in 
bubble chambers ·has been written by W.ToWelford.Bubble and Spark 
Chambers,edited by P.R.Shutt val. I- p. 2JJ (I967). 
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Scotchlite is a reflective sheeting made of small spheres 

of highly refractive material w:.th reflective coating at the 

back; it is readily seen in fig1~e a. that the condition for 

parallel i~c oming and outgoing rays is: n 2 == 2 n :1 • 

·Fig. a 

In practice most of the outgoing light is scattered within 

an angle of~ I 0
, however extinction is not complete at higher 

angles and the remaining light level is usually considered too 

high for dark field illuminatior.. 

In bright field illumination a large fraction of the light 

is retroreflected and little flash power is needed; it is then 

possible to gain in resolution using slow emulsion with fine 

grain. The main problem is contr~st: the image of a point bubble 

has the well known Airy diffraction pattern. However most points 

give wider distributions, due to the large focal depth. In Mira

belle the dimension of suoh Airy discs, reprojected in space for 

points at the limit of the nomin~l focal depth, is of the order 
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of 700~. Now provided the bubble·stays small enough not be re-
,. 

solved, the diffraction pattern is independent of bubbl·e size 

while the contrast is proportional to bubble surface. For the 

sake of contrast it is therefore important to produce large 

bubbles, this in turn may lead tc difficulties in operating the 

chamber and to additional uncertainties as we shall see later. 

Camera Optics 

Wide field angle considerations have c~rently led to the 

adoption of spherical ~ortholes cr fish eyes projecting into the 

chamber liquid. 

The entranoe pupil of the objective sits at the center of 

the fish eye window. In the ideal case of a thin lens, the angle 

of the light ray with the optical axis reaches large values; this 

would impose severe tolerances or film flatness. Instead one uses 

a telecentric lens where all light rays fall almost perpendicular-

ly on the film .. It, or this purpose Mirabelle is using a special 

elliptic lens as shown in figure I, but the position and shape 

of the entrance pupil now varies with the inclination of the 

light ray. 

Optical Errors 

The fish eye - teleoentric lens system is fixed to the 

chamber body while the hot compo~ents following the entrance 

pupil are part of the camera assembly; deformations during 

expansions may occur. Other mentioned sources of errors have 
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Fig. I. Configuration oj' the Mirabelle sp~cial elliptic lens. 
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be·en refractive index variati1ms due to non unifirm temperature 

gradients in the glass, disto:~tion of fish eyes due to chamber 

pressure variations, film fla1~ness and film distorsion. The sum 

of these effects has been est:.mated to limit bubble relocation 

in the Argonne chamber to about IOO.;L<--. 

Mirabelle optics are shovrn in figure 2. Two points are 

worth mentioning here: first, the cold part of the optics sees 

the hot part under a very sma:.l angle, thereby reducing tempera

ture gradients in the glass; ~,econd whole objective turns around 

the entrance pupil in order tc, minimize errors due to deformati

ons of the expanding chamber. 

Optical Distortions 

The appearance of events on film is most sensitive to the 

orientation of the optical axes. In many projects such as CERN, 

Argonne, Gargamelle, eta. thE optical axes are· not parallel and 

therefore pictures are rather different from what we are used to. 

The scanning difficulties exi~t in any case and do not seem to be 

greatly increased by a reasonable amount of barrel distortion; 

it has even claimed that this was a good thing as equal volumes 

of hydrogen could be contained in the same solid angle and infor

mation was more evenly spread on the film. 

In Mirabelle we have parallel axes and pictures will be very 

similar to what we are used tc; this appears to be a good argu

ment to retain distortion-free optics. In any case this is essen-

tially a scanning problem as such distorsions are taken into acco-

unt in the reconstruction programs. 
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SOURCES OF ERRORS IN IAHGE CHltMBERS 

Thermal Turbulences 

Thermal turbulences in tbe chamber liquid affect the 

measurements accuracy in two ways. 

-Physical bubbles will be displaced between the time they are 

created and the time they are photographed 

-Light rays traversing the liquid will be deflected by random 

refractive index variations resulting in apparent displacement 

of the bubble image. 

In the chamber, heat. is pcoduced in two main ways: first 

irreversible work appears duriag the expansion and recompression 

cycle and, second heat transfe:cs take place between the liquid, 

heat exchangers and chamber w.:~.lls. Liquid h,ydrogens is a poor 

heat conductor with a very low viscosity; under these conditions, 

heat is almost entirely transpJrted by the convection of small 

eddies. 

The dynamic~l temperature distribution in the chamber cannot 

be accurately predicted and thj~oretical evaluations /!, 2/ have 

b~en made only for idealised c:~mbers with a simple heat flow 

pattern. 

Reinhard/2/ has considernd a cylindrical vessel with the 

same dimensions as the European Bubble Chamber: the vertical 

walls are perfectly insulating: the top and bottom surfaces are 
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kept at a uniform and constant temperature, their difference 

being ll T ; heat created in the liquid is not considered. 

This number tl T is not vE~ry significant, since the tem

perature distribution in real chambers is rather far from the . 
simple one of the model; howe1er it is related to the heat 

flux 8- by 

The temperature fluctuat1ons and eddy sizes are functions 

of B, it is assumed that the heat flux is more important than 

the details of the temperature distribution as far as distorti-

ons are concerned. 

The eddy size and velocity are then respectively of the order 

of 2.5 mm and IOO microns per millisecond (table J). A reasonable 

flash delay for a big chamber is 5~~, as big bubbles are needed 

for bright field illumination. The corresponding laternal dis

placement of 50yUC is rather smaller than the measurement error. 

A more serious effect is due to statistical deflection of 

the light rays by the eddies. The error angle is roughtly propor

tional to the heat flux transrorted by turbulent convection 

through the visible volume. Tl:.e corresponding error in space for 

fish eyes optics is: . 

~ = ....._ 0 
3/z. 0.._1/B 

61 is the total path in the turbulent medium. Table II summa

rizes the results of Reinhard's calculations for two values of 
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the heat flux a and three different horizontal planes in the 

chamber, the beam plane ( C' = 215 om) and the extreme planes 

() = II5 (top) and 0' = JI5 ern (bottom). Ll ·~ includes both 

refraction and displacement errors; it should not be directly 

compared to the pointing error E , at least when the track 

is measured by means of an H~P~D. In the latter case the master 

point transmitted to the geomet:c-y program is deduced from "hits" 

detected in some 20 consecutive scans with an average of one 

hit every two soan lines for a :ninimum ionizing track ( L """ 2 em). 

Let us now consider the effect of a simplified eddy conside-

red as a sphere of radius a,. e.1d uniform temperature T + 6 T 

floating in a liquid of tempera·;ure To The track length affected 

by a single eddy is 

c£ and C) being the distance:; of the camera to the eddy and 

to 'the track. We shall also figure the effect of this eddy as a 

global displacement of an element of length e; the total segment 

of length L contains 

I Lcl-
_!=_ = -

_.{. ().. 0 

such elements; assuming the poil~ing error to be negligible com

pared to 6 and each element t i.o contain at least one hit, ~ 

is to be divided by a smooting factor \jf. 
In the CERN chamber or Mir<:.belle this factor varies fr.om 

three for an eddy Sitting on thE• track to about one for an eddy 
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close to the fish-eye lens.The latter estimate is in fact pessi-

mistic and deeper eddies will cancel partly the laternal error 

introduced by the first one. It is hoped that the smoothing 

factor will usually approach its maximum value. The turbulence 

error in the C·ERN chamber would then be of the order of 3 mm for 

Q_ = IOO watts. Under the sam3 conditions and because of the 

smaller distance between camera3 and bubbles Mirabelle would 

be some 'f2 times more accurate. This also points to the necessity 

of using the relevant cameras fJr accurate measurement of each 

track. This "smoothed" ~ is n~v to be compared to a pointing 

error c of about 0 ,I mm in spa•)e o If one takes the above figures 

seriously the orevall measureme.1t accuracy will be severely limi-

ted by the turbulence effect. However they are based on an 

idealized model; it may well be that the heat flux in the visible 

region of a carefully designed :~s much smaller than IOO watts o 

Unfortunately no large chamber ;1as been operated at a normal 

expansion rate so far, and the nagnitude of the effect remains 

unknovlno 

Other ~hermal Effects 

Steady temperature gradients in the liquid will also cause 

refractive index variations; thE! error seems to be a minor one 

as Thomas/3/ and Turner/4/ ment:.on figures of the order of 7ft • 

Also, because heat production i~· a volume effect while adsorption 

takes place through the walls, convective motion may have to be 

considered in large chambers whEre the surface over volume ratio 
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may be smaller than in preseni; ones; however it is felt that 

the relevant ve:::.ooities will 1le small. 

Dis-placement of Bubbles Durint; Expansion 

Let us consider a simple cylindrical model with a piston 

at the top (figa b) 

fig2 b 

During the expansion the piston moves up about O.OI h, and a 

bubble at the center of the ch::..mber will be displaced by 5 IO-Jh 

( ~ I em). Now, if one sets b~am arrival and flash symmetrically 

with refere~oe to the time of ninimum pressure in the chamber, 

the li~uid elements will be fo1nd in the same position at both 

instants. 'Ihis would not be tr1e any more if the above conditi

ons is net exactly fulfilled. ;11oreover due to finite velocity 

of sound ( ~ IOOO m/sec) the )ressu.re is not uniform in the 

liquid and tracks will appear 1:ompressed or expanded along the 

direction in which the expansion takes place. Of course proposed 

chambersare very different fron this simplified model, and proper 

estimates have to wait for cxporimental results. Note also that 

optical distorsio.r:.. c.ue to pr.es~;ure gradient have been estimated 

by the British group to yield Ln error of 60fo • 
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As far as real chambers are concerned the above errors 

clearly increase with the expansion rate and flash delay. One 

should then compromise between the low temperature operation 

and long flash delay required to grow large bub-bles and t.he low 

expansion rate and small flash delay required to minimize expe

rimental errors. 

Conclusion 

Most estimates mentioned so far are largely uncertain or 

at least over simplified; in the present state of the art they 

may be far from the actual values. However the two main troubles 

are expected to come from heat fluxes in the chamber and from 

bubble displacements connected Nith the expansion process. Table 

III is the result of a study by L.Turner on the Argonne chamber. 

In the following a measurement error G = JOOJ.«... will be assumed. 

SECTION 2o E[PECTED RESULTS 

In the "low energy" region a large chamber would overcome 

some limitations of current bubble chamber techniques: these are 

a) the lack of statistics, 

b) the difficulty of obtaining unbiased samples of events 

in one channel without :t background of wrongly identified 

events, 

o) too big errors on invariant masses resulting in bad se

paration between close resonances. 
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In present strong interaction physics, the absence of a 

resonance in a definite mass is often as important as evidence 

for some new state. Hence any p.~ogress among these lines is of 

great importance. It is hoped t1at large chambers will yield more 

accurate information when expos,~d to present accelerators. 

As the incident energy inc:~eases, the particle energy becomes 

less and less sensitive to its J'est mass. 

Ambiguities between differeHt reactions may be serious, the 

more so as bubble dens~ty no louger helps. Present chambers are 

certainly to cope with high eneJ·gy reactions as they are currently 

doing with nlow energy" oneso We now ask the question: will new 

chambers be good enough to select reactions on the basis of ki

nematics alone? Can they di~crirrinate between A and K ? More 

generally, what can we measure at high energies? Some of these 

questions have been discussed by Fischer/I/ and Trilling/61. 
We now summarize our tentative conclusions, based on rather 

crude assumptions and approximations: 

Neutral particles such as 1\ 7 K 0 
and '( will be measured 

nearly as accurately as charged particles produced at the main 

vertex when an observed two body decay is observed. 

Charged decays will not be easily detected for momenta over 

7 GeV/c: pattern recognition techniques may possibly improve 

this limit. 

Charged tracks will often scatt;er before leaving the chamber 

and cannot always be measured ·1p to the optimum length. 
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When the nature of all tracks is known the fitting procedure 

will efficiently select events without neutral p4rticles; it 

will not be nearly so good in Jomparing hypotheses where two 

tracks of comparable moment~~ axohange their identities. Bubble 

density will not help very muo:1 at high energies; in any case 

big chambers are not well adapted to ionisation measurements. 

One constraints fits Will suff)r from ambiguities; in some 

oases interactions or decays wLll be observed on some tracks, 

which may solve some. of these ambiguities. IJ.'he role played by 

IC fits in very high energy p~rsios will clearly be less im

portant than it is now, but no general statement can be made, 

as the number of ambiguous fit:> depends very much on the nature 

of the reaction. 

'.'/e have only mentioned 0 d. ?teet ion - nnmely introduction 

of plates at the far end of thtl chamber. This is a specific 

detector for neutral pions and g<~mrna rays but momentum measure

ments are not expected to be ver:r good. 

Let us conclude with a word of caution: these estimates 

apply to a chamber completely frt:e of systematic errors or distor

t ions, and a perfect knowledge o~' optical constants is assumed. 

The errors in the Programs are a:.so supposed to be exact and 

perfectly propagated. Any deviat~.on from these conditions will 

result in less optimistic predic1ions. 
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Table II 

t I Beam Bottom I f 
Tcp . 

-1 
l 

I 
Q = IOO W ! 

l 

16T = 2.J IO-J ~ 1 o .. J5 0.48 0.58 • rad 

I 
Q= 2.7 mm I D. refr. 0. ·~0. r .. oJ r.8J 

veddy"" 92 /ms 6 total O.bi I~IJ I.89 

I p max 5··7 I 
292 I75 

I 

I 
,-, 

I 

I Q :; 250 w I i 
l 

IO-J \j-.f' !6 T = 4 o6 • · o<. Tad 1 O.BI I I.IO I.JJ l 
I ' I I 

' = 2.1 6. refr. ! O~~~J I 2.26 4.20 
i 

j 

i 
/ms 1 total I I. ::5 

I 
I :; IJI tJ. I 2oJ5 4.25 1 Veddy 

I I 
p max J~i4 I I 56 86 

I 

l I 
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J Releva~t Results of the Argonne Summer Study 

Source 

Turbulence 
optical 

random velocity 
motion during 

flash 

Temperature Gra-

TablE: III 

Limits on Hubble Relocation 

Assumptions 

200 om distance, ro-3watt/cm2 

heat flux 

2 mseo flash delay 

JO mseo period, 2 msec flas.h 
delay, 0.2 msec flash duration 

dient ~ T = 2 mill:!.degree 

Pressure Gradient p = J.J psi 

Fisheye Windows 

Deviation 
(microns) 

roo to JBO 

I60 

170 

7 

44 

misalignment 100 misalignment IOO 

refractive index ~ T = 4 ° /em; dn/dT=5xi0-6deg -I 74 

change of shape ~ = I.6xi0-6deg-I 4 

Vibration 

Film·Distortion 

Film Flatness 

Total Deviation 

200 sec flash duration 

I_;U on film 

flat to within 2<?;« 

added in quadrature 

44 

16 

60 

40 

JOO to 470 



6000 Series SCOPE at CERN 

·H.Lipps c) 

CERN has a C:DC 6600 computer since January 1965 and a C:DC 6400 
since April 1967. The present note outlines the logical organisation of 
these computers an~ of the operating s;ystem which is currently in use at 
CERNa Only the basic facilities of the operating system are described, and 
these only in general terms. No attemp-t is made to cover all the details 
required by a use~ of the system; instEad, the presentation is restricted 
to the general co~cepts used. In a few places the methods used to implement 
the system are outlined. 

The operating system used at CERN is a major revision of the C:DC 
operating system SCOPE version 2.0. The amendments include an automatic 
method of magnetic tape assignment and tape label checking, a completely 
new set of input/output routines, new rrograms to control the slow peri
pheral equipment, and a considerable number of modifications to job and 
equipment scheduling. 

6000 COMPUTER SYSTEM ARCHI'fECTURE 

Thc:- Main Frame 

The main frames of the 6400 and 6600 computers are compatible 
from the system programmer's point of view. However, the 660C at CERN has 
l28K of memory whereas the 6400 has only 64K of memory. Moreover, the cen
tral processor of the 6600 is several times faster than the central proces
sor of the 6400, firstly, because instru.ction execution times are shorter, 
and secondly, because several instructions may be executed concurrently on 
the 6600. Both computers have a core store with a l microsecond memory 
cycle time. Each bank of core contains 4K words and all banks are inter
leavedo Thus, on the 6600 any 32 consecutive addresses belong to different 
banks of core, whereas on the 6400 any 16 consecutive addresses belong tc 
different banks. Each central memory word consists of 60 bits. 

The main frames of the two conputers consist of the following 
units (See Figure l) 3 

1 Central Processor 

1 Central Memory 

10 Peripheral Proc2ssors 

12 :Data Channels 

l Clock Channel 

The central processor perform3 a set of arithmetical and logical 
operations under control of instruction3 whicr. are held in central memory. 
It may reference central memory by mean3 of instructions which either load 
individual words from central memory into working registers or store the 
contents of some working register into 1 central memory word. Unlike other 
computers the central processor has no instructions to initiate or control 
input/output operations. All input/outplt operations must be performed by 
the peripheral processors. The central )rocessor communicates its input/out
put requests to the peripheral processocs by placing appropriate information 
into central memory words which are monitored periodically by some peripheral 
processor. The conventions which the ce1tral processor must follow to com
municate with the peripheral processors via central memory depend entirely 
on the operating system which controls the computer. 

x)CERN 
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Each of the neripheral proceJsors has its own memory of 4K words 
of 12 bits,called "peripheral memory". The program which is executed by a 
peripheral processor is held in i tn pe:~ipheral memory. This memory c:mnot be 
addressed by o:r.y other peripheral proc,~ssur, nor can it be referenced by -Lhe 
centra]: processor. The periiJheral prvC<!SSors communicate with one another via 
tables a.nci flags held in central rner.wr;". Each peripr_eral processor can also 
re£'cr to all chumels. Tr_us, it can in:1ut information from any peripheral. 
device readiDg either single (12-bit) 11ords into its accum~lator or blocks 
of ?.'Ol'US into its peripheral memory. 1'.Le block transfel.' terminates when 
ci ther the specified word count is re:wned or the cl!8.rmel is discormected 
by the controller of the peripheral de·~ce - ~1ict ever occurs first. For 
example, a rr..ctgnetic tape controller wm.ld te1:nunate an input operation on 
acccuLt of end of phys.Lcal record, eveL if the wo.cd co·c1nt specifiod for 
t:-.e input ir ... struction is larger than tl e rnun·oer of words contained in the 
physical record. Output from the peri_pleral processor to a peripheral device 
follows the some p::-inciples. Al1 block transfers are u.rll>ufferod, i.e. the 
peripheral procecsor is tied to the blc ck transfer instruction until the 
transfer is eornplete. 

Other peripheral processor ir :ct:::·uctions trc;.nsmi t single 60-bit 
nords or block:;:; of words between the cc ntral memory and tr.e perii)heral 
mer:~or;y. There is a rer,ertoire of J.ogic<el irwtructions, fixed point additions 
11Jl_d suctractions, shift instructions, end channel control instructions which 
makE': each peripheral processor £1.1)rear like an indeper.dent sr:~all ·but fast 
cen3ral purpose computer. Howevei·, the peripherul processors do not, in fact, 
e:~ecute UHer programs! or parts thereoi, bec;-;.uGe an;y Pl.'ograrru:;:ting ei-rors could 
have catastrophic consequences on the cYerall system performancE. I:Ioreovcn·, 
experience r.as shown thco.t the ten perirhel~al vrocessors available- in the 
s;rctem have only a 1 imi ted ammmt of spire c:'Lpaci ty left after ha'.ciHg been 
assigned -to execute all system monitor functim:s and all input/output tasks, 
includiEg some fm"_ctions such as character convc"rsion, packing and u.r1packing 
of data, ancl the 1ike. 

Ccn-tr:::l Processor Programming 

The central processor has 24 ~ddressable registers, callud XD,Xl, 
... ,X'{,AO, ••• ,A7,and :z.o, ••• ,B7. (See Figure 2). 'rhe X-re&;isters are 60 bits 
long ru1cl may be considered as general fur_pose accwrrulators. There are in
Etructio:ns which use any -two of the X-:r.egisters as operands of an arjthme
tical or logical operation; the result is aeain stored in oome X-register. 

The A- an<l :B-registers are only 18 oits long. The B-reg-i.sters 
c-enerally serve as index rec-isters. (BC is always zero). 

A range of instructions i;:; a7J.ilable to traw::.:cEi t a constant, the 
contonts of an A..; or J3-register, or the lower 10 bits of ail X-register, or 
tl-J.o sum or differer ... ce of suet qu::mtitie3 to an A-,T>-, or X-re(~ister. 

The A-reg1sten»,with t:he exce~ti:m rf J,G, ai'e used ns add.reF.:: 
registers for references to centJ.al menl)ry t \V1H:mever an instruction places 
its result into registeJ.' Al, tLis autom:~.tically implies that a word is fetched 
from cen.tral memory and placed into Xl. The central memory address of the 
wor<l loaded into Xl is determ.ined by tL" nevr contents of Al. As Xl is assoN-· 
ciated withAl, so is X2 with A2, X3 wi>l. A3, and so on. However, while 
settine of Al ,A2, ••• ,A5 implies transfe ::s from mer:wry to Xl, • • ~X5 respective
ly, does setting of A6 or A7 imply a st)rc operation from X6 or X7 to ceiJtral 
mereory. 
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.l!'or example, to evaluate the expression 

the following sequence of central 1rocessor instructions might be used : 

Al ac dress of u 
A2 acidress of v 
X6 Xl * Xl 

xo X2 * X2 

X6 = X6 + xo 
A6 adiress of z 

The somewhat peculiar instruction set of the 6000 series computers 
is motivated by the attempt to incr3ase tte performance of the 6600 by a ma
ximum of overlap between instructio1s. For example, the two memory fetches 
at the beginning of the above seque1ce may be initiated during consecutive 
machine cycles, i.e. within.lOO nall)Seconds. 'Unless the operands U and V. 
happen to be stored i.n the srune bark of memory, the two fetches will over
lap in time. In addition, the 6600 :1as two multiplication units, permitting 
the two consecutive multiplications to be executed almost concur1·ently. An 
elaborate reservation control unit .. n the 6600 ensures that 1 ogically de
pendent operations a1·e executed in ;heir proper sequence. The prograrruner 
usjng assembly language may use his skill to choose registers and instruo
tion sequences efficiently and thus save central processor time, l::ut he need 
not care how the reservation contra: unit of the 6600 will achieve ttc o·ver
lap. The final result wiJl be the S<JD.e as if tr.e instr-u.cticns wo~J.ld have 
been executed in strict sequential <'rder. The 6400 computer does not over
lap instructions, but performs thew. one by one. 

'l'yyical instruction times are (in microseconds) 

012eration 6400 6600 

J!'loating point addition 1.1 0.-4 

subtractior l.l 0.4 

mUll tipl;i.cati m 5.7 l.O 

division 5.6 2.9 

Fixed point addition 0.6 0.3 

Shift 0.6 0.3 

Logical product 0.5 0.3 

'l'ransfer of control 1.3 08 .-l. 5 

There are four additional LB-bit registers in the central proces
sor : An instruction address register:- (P-register) contains the address of 
the instruction currently executed. rwo registers (RA-and FL-rogister) are 
used for memory protection and reloc ltion, Emd one (EM-register) holC..s in
(licator bits controlling the "exit mJde" of the program. (See below). The 
RA-,FL-, and EM-1·egisters are not un ier contro1 of the procrammer, but are 
set by the operating system. 

At any given time several ~ndepender.t programs may be held in 
central menory. Each one will occupy a contiguous area of the store. ~he 
first ·address of a program is called the reference address of the prcgram. 

,, 
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While the central processor executes the program, i tz refcn:·ence address is 
contair-ed in tlte RA:--register. All addresse3 in thE prcgrl::.lll are relative to 
its reference address; e.g. the reference 1ddress itself is referred to by 
the progra..'ll a:J program c.ddress zero. Durin:;- execution of all cent.ru.l processor 
ir"strt:tctior.s wh.i cb refer to cer:tral mer.wr;y the cor"ter:ts of the RA-register 
is automatically added to the address specified in tLe prograrr. This feature 
perrni ts t£-1e operatiHt:: system to interr,lpt 3.. prog:rarn at any time durine- exe
Cl:i;ion, mov<) tile pl'ogram 1 s area to a diffQcent section of the store, adjust 
tlte RA-::cgister <tccordiilgly, and contirue CJ:r::>c;-ram execution without any need 
to adjust ex;;J ici tl;y· all addrcrJses .specifi :;d in u~e progr&.m. 

The number uf central lliemory WOJ.' l::> c.llocated to a progrrun is called 
its field length. It i~ held in the FI,-rcc i.ster. If the program uses an 
aodress which is larc;er tllan the contents )f the :E'L-register, then the cor
Ies:r;onding operation will not be performed. Whether the program is allowed 
to continue depends on the contents of the F.M-1:egister. Jf the el.TOr js to 
be treated e.s fatal, tr.en a stop instructim is automatically written into 
loca.tion 0 of the proeram, and the P-o:egis ~er is set to zero, thus stopping 
the central processor in location 0. 

One of the peripheral processors executes a supervisory program 
whicr, monitors the central. processor opero. :.ion. To do this, the peripheral 
p1:ocessor instruction set includes two spe ~io.l instructions. One reads the 
Gurren.t contents of the central processor )-regi:::ter into the accumulator of 
the peripheral prccessor. If P == 0, the rr.o ti tor program assumes that an error 
condition has interrupted the normal flow )f the program. 

A per:i.r·heral procGssor may exec"G ;e o.n "exchange jump" instruction 
·i;o Ewi tch the central processor from one p ~oc-ram to another. Tl'is instruction 
;Jpecifies an address in central memory. A Jlc·ck of 16 words, called the 
"exchange pacl'.age 11 will be stored there. vr ten the exchange jump instruction 
is executed by a 9eripheral processor, the central processor stops as soon 
as all instructior.:s are executed which are held in the location currently 
r.dc.ressed b;r the P-1.·egister. Then the curr mt contents of all registers 
r;Yovn; in J•'ieure 2 are stored in the eYe han, ,·e package while the previous con
"cents of tbe exchang·e pacb::.ge is fcnterer.l i.tto the recisters. The central 
Pl.'Oce::;sor will then continue to execute in.;tructions in accordance with the 
new cor.tc:nts of its registers. For ex1:unple RA + P is the address from which 
the fin::t in::rtruction will be taken. If, Lt.ter on, another exchange junp 
specifies the same exchange package ( ruod o..:suming that the contents of the 
exchange po.cka[~·e has not been changed in t;te meantime) then the prog-ram which 
has been inte:rruptecl by m8ans of the first exchange jump will contirtue exe
cution as if no interruption had occurred. 

?eripheral Equipment 

At present the foll ewing periphc::al devices are connected to the 
G600 computer at CElli~: 

1 model 6603 disk un:.t (7.5 million words) 

one half of a 6638 d: sk unit (!*15 mi1lion words) 

10 model 626 magnetic tape units (240 KC) 

6 mociel 607 rna[jYletic tape units (S. 120 KC) 

l model 6602 displo.y console 

l model 405 c2.rd rea<er (1200 CPM) 

l model 4J5 card ?W1<h (240 CPM) 
2 model 501 line priders (..$ 1000 LPM) 
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1 Calcomp plotter 

7 Telet;y1le printers 

3 Flying spJt digitizers 

The 6400 differs from ~he 6600 in as much as it has r,o flying 
spot digitizers and no Calcomp ~otte~ and only 2 Teletype printers, 4 tapes 
of each kind, but a model 863 dn1m unit. 

THE 6000 SCOPE OPERATING SYST~I 

All jobs run at CERN 0]1erate under cvntrol of the SCOPE operating
system. The main functions of SC(IPF. can be sv.mmarized as follows : 

System init:alisation and recovery 

Communicatic,n with the operator 

Control of cff-li~e operations 

Job ini hatj on 

Resource al1ocation 

Loading of 1rograms 

Input/outpui processing 

Error C:.eteci ion 

Program reccvei~ 

Job termination 

Accounting 

Provision of a program library. 

SysteQ Initialisation and Recoveiy 

To initialize SCOI)E, t:te operator must perfonn a "dead start" 
operation. A library of programs is thus loaded from magnetic tape. and 
stcred partly in the core memories of the main frame and partly on direct 
access storage devices. 

From then on the operator can co~~unicate with SCOPE via the two 
display screens en~ the keyboard of the display console. Options available 
to him include 

Changes to reripheral equipment status 

Control of cff-line operations 

Selection of job initiators 

Selection of system displays 

Recovery of system after a bre5.kdovm 

About 10 000 words of c:mtral memory are rer:erved for exclusive 
use of SCOPE. This area, called ":::entrn.l Memory Resident" contains the most 
freq_uently used control routines SLnd. all tables used by SCOPE. 

In particular Central ~emory Resident contains seven blocks of 
192 words each, called ''control IJint aren.s". SCOPE reserves e control point 
area for a job as soon as it begi~s to execute the job. Status information 
pertaining to the job is recorded in its control point area and. used to 



contrnl UJf' prog-roon of tho ,job. Only when CX•·lUtion of o. job terminate::;, io 
the control point area cleared for re-assigrm.:,t to another job. As SCOPE 
ha.s seven control point areas, no more than SE"en jobs may be executed concur
rently. 

'i'i1e control point concept. is fur: cla ental to the logical st:ructure 
and operation of SCOPE. The mul tiprogran:mine E •• stem may be visualized as a 
set of seven virtual computers, "control point.", each one being able to 
execute one job at a time. The control points >ha:re the use of the central 
rneJ7lory, the peripheral devices, etc. on a d;yn; •. lic basis. For example, each 
job wtich is being exeeu ted occupies a contigt ms block of central memory. 
The first acld:r·ess ("reference address 11 ) of th1 ; block and its length ("field 
length 11

) are recorded in the control point arw assigned to the job. 

Categories cf Progrnms 

There are five categories of progr:ms within the SCOPE library : 

System control program: 

Job control programs 

System service prograrr 3 

User service programs . 

User callable subprogr 3JllS 

'rhe system control programs are all loaded into core memory (cen
tral rr c:110::-'y or J)eripheral memory) at the beg i.nning of system initialisation, 
ar1d t!l8y :r·emain there permanently. These pro ;rams are responsible for the 
coordination of the activities of all control points and for the internc-
tion between the systerr, and the console oper1tor. There are five such programs 

The System Monitor pro~ram 

The Central Memory M:ov} program 

The Idle program 

The Peripheral ?rocess)r Resident program 

'rhe System Display pro :;-ram 

'L'lw Syotem fl[oni tor program is loaied into peripheral processor 0. 
Its main functions are : 

Allocation of t!le cent cal processor to a control point 

Monitoring of central ;:>rocessor programs for I/O re-
quents 

Allocation of cent:r:·al nemory to control points. 

Allocation of peripher1l processors 1-8 to control 
points 

Reservation of periphccal equipment needed by control 
points 

Reservation of channel3 o.nd system tables on demand 
of peripheral processocs 

Maintenance of a real-time clock 

Maintenance of an acco mting file 
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The Syst~m Monitor uses ihc Central Memory Move proe-rrun to move 
the contents of cent;cal memory area:: assigned to control points. (E3ee Hiccure 
3). 

The Idie Program is a dwrmy central processor prO(;Tclr.l to wr:ich 
the central processor is assigned by the System Monitor prograrn whenever 
none of the seven control points requires tho central processor. 

The System Display progran is loaded into peripheral processor 9 
at the time of the dead start operation. It remains there permanently ana 
ensures the communication between SCOPE and the display console operator. 
Keyboard entries permit the operator to select a variety of ciifferent display 
formats to obtain appropriate informSLtion about the current status of the 
system. The operator may also change sy::;tem status and performance by means 
of keyboard entries. 

A copy of the Peripheral ?rocessor Resident program is loaded in
to the lower locations of peripheral processors 1 to B. It includes an idle 
loop which each of these peripheral ~rocessors executes as long as the System 
Monitor has no task assigned to the oeripheral processor. The System Monitor 
program can assign any one- of severaL job control programs to any one of the 
"pool processors" 1 to B. 

Job control programs monitor the execution of a particular job; 
thus they may be collectively descriJea as the routines needed to co~trol the 
monoprogramming system in charge of ~ach control point. For example, the 
following tasks are performed by job control programs : 

Selection of a new job for execution 

Request of central memory for execution 
of the job 

Request of perLpheral devices, e.g. tape units 

Loading and inLtiation of a user program 

Termination of a user program 

Release of use~ scratch files on disk 

Termination of the job. 

User service programs are central processor or peripheral proces
sor programs which may be invoked by a user job which requires assistance 
from SCOPE. Calling appropriate peri:1heral processor programs the user pro
gram may e.g. 

Perform input/mtput operations 

Send messages ;o the console operator 

:Load overlays ,>f programs 

Request or rel1!ase magnetic tape units 

User service programs whi1:h are executed by the centl:al processor 
may be called via appropriate contra: cards. They permit e.g. 
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r 
Allocation of user fi:.es for off-line printing 
or punching 

Copying of fiJes 

File positioning 

Request or release of magnetic tape units 

Compilation of FORTRAf programs 

Translation of assemb.;y programs 

System service programs are cent.~al processor programs almost 
like user programs, but performing function; specially requested by the con
sole operator, e.g. 

Input of jobs on the ~ard reader 

Printing of results 

Punching of cards 

Plotting of graphs 

Tiumping of files on mcgnetic tape 

Tiumpine of accour.ting information 

'I'he operator rnay initiate tho cy Jtcrn service program which he 
requires, by a~:;cignix:g it to a fc·ee control point. Further operator commands 
are available to reserve the appropriate pcciphera.J. equiiJrnent for the exe
cution of the system service program. Tiurin; their execution the system ser
vice programs are controlled by the System 4onitor program and the job con
trol programs like any user program. However, the system service programs 
mc.y request the services of peripheral proc:ssor programs which have access 
to ~ables in the Central Memory Resident ar~a of SCOPE. 
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Utilisation of Co?tral Momorz 

Approximately the first 10,000 words of central memory e>,re re
served for the Central Memory Resiient. This area contains 

Pointer to Tables 

Channel Status Tabl? 

Peripheral Processo~ Communication Area 

Contra~ Point Area 

Central Processor C)ntrol Programs 

Equipment Status Ta)le 

Track Reservation Ttbles 

Library Directory 

Resident Library 

File Table 

Dayfile Buffer 

Teletype'Buffers 

Tape Status Indicat•>rs 

The Channel Status Table records for each data channel whether 
the channel is free or reserved fo:· the use of a peripheral processor. 

The Peripheral Processor Communication Area conto.ins for each 
peripheral processor the name of tLe program and the control point number 
to which it is assigned. In addi ti•m, it contains any requests which the 
peripheral processor submits to tht! System Monitor program. 

The Equipment Status Tab· e specifies the type, status, channel 
number, and equipment address of e:.ch peripheral device, and also, for 
which control point the device has been reserved. 

The disks and the drum :1:·e never reserved for a single control 
point. Instead, there is a Track R1servation Table for each of these 
devices which contains one bit for each track (approximately 4000 words). 
This bit is set to l while the track is reserved for some control point 
and reset to 0 when the track is fJ·ee again. 

The Library Directory coLtains the name of each library program 
and the location where it is storec .• The most frequently used routines are 
held in the Resident Library (i.e. in central memory itself), the remaining 
programs are stored on the drum or on a disk unit. 

The File Table contains cne entry about the current status of 
each data set available either on cisk or on magnetic tape. This entry 
specifies e.g. the peripheral device on which the data set resides, whether 
the data set belongs to a control JOint, and which is the most recently used 
disk address. 

All accounting informaticn is recorded in a system file, called 
the Dayfile, by the System Monitor program. The most recently used account
ing messages are held in a circular buffer, the "Dayfile Buffer", in order 
to reduce the number of accesses tc the disk and also to permit the System 
Display program to display these mEssages to the console operator. 
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Three small buffers are available for each Teletype station; one 
for the message being'input on the keyboard of the station, one for the 
message output from the program for which the Teletype is reserved, and one 
for system messages which SCOPE may "broadcs.st" to all Teletype stations. 

Associated with each magnetic tape unit is a small display unit 
which permits the display of a five-digit reel number and the required 
protect status for the reel. This display is used by SCOPE whenever the 
operator is requested to mount a new tape reel. SCOPE then monitors the 
tape unit and when it becomes ready automatically reads a tape label re
corded at the beginning of the tape. If the correct tape has been mounted, 
the display of the reel number is cleared. Jtherwise SCOPE will unload the 
tape and repeat the request for the tape reel. To control this 11 Tape Number 
Display System11

, SCOPE retains a small entrt for each of the displays in 
the Tape Status Indicator area of Central Nemory Resident. 

The part of central memory which is not occupied by the Central 
Memory Resident is available for the use of the seven control points. Each 
active control point occupies a contiguous olock of central memory. The 
sequence of these blocks corresponds to the control point numbers; the 
memory occupied by control point 1, if any, is adjacent to Central Memory 
Resident, and so on. Any unused memory space is located at the top of the 
store. 

It is possible for a job to exter.i or reduce its central memory 
space by means of appropriate control cards. When the System Monitor 
program encounters such a request, it will .vait until all input/output 
operations of the higher control points have been completed but not initiate 
any more such requests. When all peripheral processor activity at the 
higher control points has ceased, the System Monitor program will initiate 
the Central Memory Move program in order to move the central memory areas 
occupied by the higher control points in accordance with the memory space 
request issued by the control point which v.ishes to cnange its space allo
cation. When this has been done, normal precessing resumes at all control 
points. 

If a control point requests a recuction of its current memory 
assignment no problems arise and the operation will always be executed as 
just described. However, if a control point requests an increase of its 
current memory assignment, then the additicnal space may or may not be 
available. If the space required is not available the request must be 
delayed until some other control point relEases enough of its space. It 
would thus be possible to generate a dead-lock in which no job can continue 
without an increase of its memory space which is bigger than what is curr
ently free. To avoid these situations, an increase of memory space is always 
executed in two steps: first, the space c-ur:1:ently available to the control 
point is released, and then the total spacE required to continue is claimed 
back. Thus, jobs waiting for an increase of their memory space will not 
occupy memory. 

Control of Off-line Operations 

Under normal operating condi tior.:c the console operator will assign 
a system service program to a control point which controls all slow peri
pheral devices. This program, called BATCHIO, performs the following opera
tions auto~atically and concurrently: 

Input of jobs from the card reader 

Printing of results on all Jine printers 
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Punching of cards 

Plotting of graphs 

Control of all Tele~~e stations 

Control of the Tape J:eel Number Display System 

The advantage of co!IIbininc all these operation.s within a sin.gle 
program is that it leaves six c~ntrcl points for user jo~s (or other kinds 
of system service programs) and reqtires only a single peripheral processor 
to control all slow peripherals. 

EATCHIO monitors the card reader continuously, and when it becomes 
ready, it reads the job submitted b~ the operator and places it as a data 
set on a disk unit. An entry is made in the File '!'able which identifies the 
data set as a job waitine to be initiated, i.e. assigned to a ~ontrol point. 
It also specifies the type of the job, its prio.t:.'ity, and a seque!l.ce number 
which identifies the job uniquely. 

Any data sets produced by 3. job for off-line :;Jrin·c;ini..;, punching, 
or plotting are also reco-:rded in the File '!'able. EATCliiO scan.::> this table 
regularly, and when it finds such a iata set, EATCHIO wil.l ou.t_p"J.t it to the 
appropriate device. Print files may Je printed either in accordance 11ith 
FORTRAN editing conventions or with 1 standard page layout; card files will 
be punched in one of three modes: ELnary mode, Hollerith mode, or ~BCDIC 
mode, depending on what the job prod1cing the data set has specified. 

Job Initiation 

When SCOPE is initialized JY a dead start operation, c:tll control 
points are "unassigned", i.e. idle. ':o start operations, the opera"tor 
assigns so;ne or all control points t J a sy;;otem service prog:car., such a~ 
EATCHIO or to a "job scheduler". The latter is a job control proeram which 
scans the File Table for user jobs which are waitine to be executed. 

Depending on the job sched1,ler which has been a;;;signcd to the 
control point by the console operatol', only particular types of job will be 
selected for execution at that contr(ll point. The first card of each job, 
the "job card", specifies the job tyJre by means of a one-letter code; 1 for 
long job, S for short job (i.e. requ~ring no ;nore than one Qinute of central 
processor time), X for express job (j .e. reduced turn-aroand time), and so 
on. 

Within the type or types oi job which a job scheduler considers 
for execution, it will select the jol which has the hit;hest priority. If 
this choice is not unique, the job with the lowest sequence nmnber, i.e. 
the job which has been submitted firEt, will be selected for execution. 

The cards immediately following the job card constitute the "job 
control record", When the job is assigned to a control point by the job 
scheduler, the job control record is read into a portion of the Contro~ 
Point Area associated with the control point. The job control record con
tains a sequence of control statement3 which are processed, one by one, by 
some job control program. Basically, there are two kinds of control state
ments: Job control statements which 3et various conditions for the further 
execution of the job, and loader cont~ol statements which load and initiate 
binary programs required by the job. rhus, a job may involve the execution 
of several private programs and libra:y programs in succession, each pro
gram with its own requirements for menory space, equipment, conventions for 
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error recovery, and so on. The programs of a job may share the use of a set 
of scratch files, i.e. data sets which are ccnerated by the job and deleted 
automatically as soon as the job terminates execution. 

Resource Allocation 

A job may request and release central memory and peripheral 
devices, request off-line operations, and define limits on the use of cen
tral processor utilisation by means of various control statements. These 
are illustrated by the folloning typical eJCamples: 

SPAC~ (18000) 

requests a total of 18000 words of central memory for further execution of 
the job. SCOPE permits a maximum space reqQirement of 46000 words if the 
job is executed on the 6400, and of 60000 words if the job is executed on 
the 6600 computer. 

CPTHlE (180) 

sets a limit of 180 seconds for the use of the central processor by the job. 
This time limit applies to.eitner the 660C or the 6400 central processor, 
whi~hever executes the jo~. In contrast, the statement ' 

64TIME ( 180) 

specifies a time limit of 180 seconds only if executed on the 6400 computer, 
and is ignored on the 6600. 

LINE~IM (3000) 

specifie:J that any of the user program::: being executed may not output more 
than 3000 lines to the off-line print filt. 

PLOTLIM (1200) 

restricts the output of a user program foJ off-line plotting to a limit of 
1200 seconds of plotter time. 

CO~TSOLE ( 41) 

requests that the Teletype station which js identified as having logical 
equipment number 41 is reserved for usc oi the job. 

TAPE (TAFEl, TAPE~ 7 TAPE4) 

specifies that the data sets named in par(nthesis are to be located on 
magnetic tape cather than on disk. In thi~ case the user must also supply 
additional information on the tape reels 10 be used. This information is 
contained on additional punched cards, ca:led "Tape description cards". 
One tape description card is required to f,ssociate the name of one data 
set with a particular tape reel and specijy the protect status and density 
of the tape reel. 

Loading of Programs 

Programs at CERN are usually 1·;r: "ctcn in FORTRAN, or alternatively 
in an assembly language. The complete pro1:ram may be subdivided into 
several program units (subprograms) in accordance with est~blished FORTRAN 
conventions. The FORTRAN cor.1piler and the assembler translate one program 
unit at a time from its source language iJ,to a relocatable binary program. 
Once all program units (other than li brar~ · subprograms) . of an executable 
program are available in reloca table bina;·y form, they may be loaded into 
central memory, linked together, and init:ated by the SCOPE loader. Depend
ing on the method of loading used, two ty)es of executable program may be 
distinguished. 
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The simpler and more frequer:tly used type of program has all its 
program units in central memory throughout the execution of the program. 
These prot,Tams are called "normal programs". Alternatively, the program 
units of an executable p.rogram may be grouped into sections ("overlays"/ 
which may replace one another in central memory during execution. Such 
programs are called "overlay programs". 

Formal programs consist of ex:actly one main program and possibly 
one or more subprograms. If, after translation from source language, all 
relocatable binary progrf!.ms are e.g. stored on some data set, the program 
may be loaded and initiated by a control statement such as 

ALUSHTA. 

where ALUSHTA is the name of the data :;et on which the relocatable binary 
programs are stored. In this situation the loader performs the following 
tasks in succession: 

The relocatable binary progr~ms are loaded and relocated one at 
a time. The loader establishes t~e nec~ssary tables of cross references 
between program units in parallel with the loading process. 

When· all program units supplLed by the user have been loaded and 
relocated, and program linkage is requLred, the loader will automatically 
search the SCOPE program library for mLssing subprograms. Those library 
programs required and found will be lo~ded. 

Next, all relocatable binary programs which have been loaded will 
be linked together by means of the loaier tables to form an executable 
progra.m. Any unsatisfied cross referen~es which exist at this stage will be 
filled with out-of-bounds memory addre>ses. Thus, the executable program 
may be executed even if some of the suJprograms referred to have not been 
supplied. However, if any of the unsatLsfied cross references is required 
during prot,Tam execution, an arithmeti~ error condition will occur. 

When the relocatable binary ?rograms have been linked., a map of 
the memory area assigned to the job is provided. Finally, the loader will 
transfer control to the executable pro ;-ram. 

One or more formal parameter3 may be defined for an executable 
program. These parameters appee..r as pa~ameters of the main program. In 
particular, the formal parameters of a FOR'rRAN main program are the names 
of all data .sets implied by the input/ mtput statements used. For example, 
a FORTRAN program which refers to logi~al tape unit 13 would imply the use 
of a data set named TAPE13; FORTRAN st.dements which specify card reader, 
printer, or card punch operation imply the use of data sets named INPUT, 
OUTPUT, and PUNCH, respectively. The h~ader statement of a FORTRAN main 
program must list the names of all dat.L sets which the executable program 
implies; e.g. 

PROGRAM ))U:BNA. : TAPF:l3, OUTPUT, TAPE2) 

If, for a particular executi)n of the program, some other data 
sets should be used with the program, ;hese may be specified in the control 
statement which initiates execution of the program. For example, if the 
program itself is stored on the data s~t ALUSHTA in relocatable binary form, 
then the control statement 

ALUSHTA (IGOR, PUNCH) 

would cause program DU:BNA. and its subp:~ograms to reference data set 
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and TAPE2 as before, 

IGOR inste~d of TAPE13 

PUNCH instead oi OUTPUT 

Overlay prOtSTams consist of 8} actly one "basic over} ay" which is 
held in central memory throughout progr::.m execution, a number of "primary 
overlays" which replace one another und'r program control, and possibly 
some "secondary overlays". Each secondmy overlay is associated with some 
primary overlay. Only one of the second<:.ry overl

1
ays may be in memory at 

any given time, and only together with :ts associated primary overlay. 
(See Figure 4), 

Each overlay consists of exac·.ly one main program and possibly a 
number of subprograms. Once all program units of the overlay program have 
bee~ translated into relocatable binary form and stored on some data set, 
the overlay program is initiated in two steps: Firstly, all progTam unim 
of an overlay are loaded into central m!,mory, linked together to an a.bsolute 
program, and then the "absolute overlay' recorded on a data set, This step 
is first performed for ~he basic overla:·, then for a primary overlay, then 
for each of the secondary overlays associated with this primary overlay, 
then for the next primary overlay, and ::o on, in order that the location 
of each overlay in memory can be prope:·ly determined. This process is 
called overlay generation. It is contro:.led 'Jy "overlay directives" which 
must be interspersed with the relocatab:.e binary programs and by appropriate 
loader control statements. 

Once the absolute overlays of an overlay program are available on 
a data set as the result of ov~rlay gen:ration, the program may be initiated 
by the same type of control statement a.; <iescribed above for normal loading. 
The formal parameters of "he program mu;t be specified in the main program 
of the basic overlay. 

Any executable prog;:"am which l.s available either in relocatable 
binary form if it is a normal prograrr,, )I' as a set of absolute overlays if 
it is an overlay program, may be adGeci to the SCOPE library. In this case 
the name of the main prog;:"am is recordei in the Library Directory of the 
Central Memory Resident together with t1.e location of the program on disk 
or on drum. Any job may then reference the program by its name just as if 
this name would be the name of a data s?.t on which the user had stored the 
library program. To revert to the example above: If program DUJ3NA. is added 
to the SCOPE library, then the control 3tatement 

D1J:BNA (IGOR, PUNCH) 

has the same effect as Dad 

ALUSH~A (IGOR, ?UNCH) 

as long as the program was stored on deta set ALUSHTA as the user's private 
program. 
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Review of On-: jine Computers and Their 

Uses in Hi: ?,h Energy Physics 

D . dx) •. Jor 

1. Introduction 

Over recent years the use of on-line computers has 
developed and expanded to such ~n extent that they are now involved 
in almost every aspect of the e>eecution and analysis of High Ener1_,ry 
Physics experiments. 

A reasonabley compreh~nsive list of the uses or applica
tions of on-line computers wouli be : 

Control of acceleratcr~s and/or storage rings. 

Control of beam transJort and "switch-yard" systems. 

Control of Bubble Cha:1bers. 

As control and data a•:quisi tion systems for spectrometers. 

As analysers in mul ti:)arameter counter experiments. 

As the data acquisi ti•m and control sections of measuring 
systems for spark and bubble chamber photographs. 

As data acquisition a:td recording systems for wire and 
sonic spark chamber e:;perimen ts. ·X"-

As the interface and (:ontrol between a numb2r of computer 
systems xx), 

In addition to these lcpplica tions, there arc a number o: 
more general applications which effectively involve the user of on
line computers, such as : mult:-console schemes for the preparation, 
modification and testing of pro(;rams; display sys terns to aid in tf;e 
examination of results from the processing of data produced in high 
energy physics experiments. As ·;his class of applica Lons involves 
problems in computer technology (i.e. software as well as hardware) 
that are not specific to the fi(ld of High Energy Physics and in 
addition requires the use of mecium to large computers, I will not 
be considering them further in ihis review. 

Examining the above ljst of applications, it can be seen 
that they each involve all or scme of a number of basic tasks for 
the on-line computer. These basjc tasks are : 

Data Input (or Acguisjtion)- The transfering directly 
into the computer of data from En experiment, or accelerator, or 
measuring device etc. 

x)CERi'\J 

xx)As these applications are essentially covered in the two papers 
of Dr. Zanella, it is unnecessary for me to discuss them further 
in this paper. 
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Data Output (or Recording) - The writing of data on some 
recording medium such magnetic tape, m~gnetic disks, etc.; or the 
direct transmission over data-links to another and larger computer 
for further processing. 

Validity Checks on the Data - The data read into the 
computer must be checked to see that it is reasonable, e.g. whether 
it lies within specified limits. In this way malfunctions or mal
adjustments of the system can be detected. 

Data Selection - In applications where the input data 
represents measurements on interactions (events), it is often 
required that selection criteria be applied i~ediately to the 
data so that only events of specific trpes are passed on for 
further processing or recording. 

Data Processing or Analysis - This is of course very 
dependent on the application. It may f)r example be the complete 
processing of a sample of the incoming events (the processing of 
the remainder being done off-line at a later date), to provide a 
set of more stringent tests for the data and a means of monitoring 
the progress of an experiment. In contrast it may merely be the 
addition of counts to memory locations representing channels in a 
multi-channel analyser. 

Displays - Operator Communic:ttion - In most applications, 
it is essential to provide the operators of the system (here I 
include the experimental physicist) with information on the state 
of the system, the processing of the d:tta etc. and the means of 
readily changing programs and program parameters. 

Control - In many applications, the computer is required 
to control by means of digital words, control pulses, analogue 
signals etc., the equipment i~ the system e.g. the currents in 
magnets of a beam transport system; the movement of film from one 
photograph to the next in a measuring ~achine. 

Before going on to discuss in more detail some of these 
applications and the tasks they involve, it is desirable to provide 
some background on the characteristics of the on-line computer and 
of the types of computers that are available to us at present. 

2. Characteristics of on-line Compute~ 

In general one thinks of on-line computers as being small 
- and in many applications this is indeed the case. In principle the 
size of the on-line computer required for a particular application 
depends on such factors as : 

The peak and average input d9.ta rates. 

The average data recording r~tes of the output medium 
or data links. 
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The number of data source:l. 

The precision with which ;he data is to be represented. 

The amount of checking, Stllecting and analysing that must 
be done on the data, to p:~ovide the real time responses 
to the rest of the system and its operators. 

The time scale in which these responses are required. 

The complexity of the con·;rol that computer has to 
exercise over the system. 

The complexity of the cowrunications between the computer 
and the operator, number of displays, typewriters, special 
control panels etc. 

The number of separate· apJ'lications that are to be run 
s imul tane ous ly in the c omJ'U t er. 

In addition to these consjderations a number of other things 
have entered into the choice of on-:ine computers such as 

A desire to provide the cc,mputing power etc., represented by 
an on-line c'omputer in the most ecor.omical way possible by using part 
of a very large general purpose com}'uting facility; the necessity of 
using "what was available". Hence wE find at CERN, three automatic film 
measuring machines on-line to the CI1C 6600; at :Brookhaven and J3erkely 
similar measuring machines are connEcted on-line to IJ3M 7094's. 

Therefore when attempting to choose the on-line computer 
for a project, it is necessary examjne the various characteristics 
(memory size, channel structure, inierrupt system, cost etc.) of the 
available computers in the light of the above factors, the basic 
tasks required and the project's bucget. 

I would like now to take ihe various parts of a computer and 
examine them from the point of view of what the computer manufacturers 
will now provide and what is desira1le for on-line operation. 

2.1 Main Memory 

As this is usually one of the most expensive elements of a 
computer, then for economic reasons in most on-line systems, one 
wishes to keep the memory down to a reasonable size. So it is 
important to ensure that memory space is not unavoidabley "wasted" or 
used up in unexpected ways. ExampleE of how this can occur are : 

a) If the precision with which the data must be represented is 
such that one data word has to be stored in two memory words, 
then this is evidently wasteful especially as it implies most 
arithmetic operations must be done in double precision
lengthening the program. Thus where ever possible it is 
desirable to match the data rrecision with the length of the 
computer word. 



, 

b) Computers with short words, hav'~ an addressing problem. For 
example a computer with a 12 bi~ word might only have 8 bits 
available for addressing, so an instruction can only address 
256 words directly. Various met:10ds are used to circumvent 
this problem such as double length instruction words, indirect 
addressing. All of these essent:.ally "waste" memory space. 
Computers of only 12 bits have an addition problem, the full 
12 bits can only address 4096 wnrds, so if memories of large 
capacity are required, some dev:.ce like "blank switching" 
must be adopted. Computers with 18 or 24 bit words usually 
avoid these problems. For many applications a 16 bit word 
probably represents a reasonabl1~ compromise between expense 
and wasted memory space. 

c) System programs, library routin1)s etc. frequently demand 
unexpectedly large amounts of core store, for example a set 
of floating point routines (for a machine with only fixed 
point arithmetic) can ea.,sily tal:e 1.500 words; I/O routines 
for a disk 500 to 1.000 words ru~ so on. 

d) If the recording rate of the ou-;pu t devices (e. g. magnetic 
tape unit) chosen are inadequa t1), or the computing speed is 
inadequate, then it will be nec<!Ssary to expand the various 
data buffers in the memory. 

Thus memories with capaci tie:: between 4K* and 16 K words 
of 16 or 18 bits represent a reasonablE! choice for many applications. 
Uemories with word lengths of 24 of 32 bits are expensive unless the 
computer has provisions in its instruc·;ion repertoire for working 
easily with half-words. It is also des:.rable to be able to expand or 
choose the memory capacities in reason<.ble increments of say 4096 
words. 

Memory speed is clearly rela·.ed to the required input data 
rates and to some extent desired compu,,a tional speed. J'.iany small 
computers are available with memory cycle times between 800 nsec and 
2;usecs. To obtain extreme speeds, mem"ries are available, which are 
oi-ganized in separate blocks whose acce,sses can be interleaved. Also 
if it is desired to reduce the interac~.ion of inpu,t and output trans
fers on the Central Processor Unit (CPl ), it is possible to have 
memories also organised into separate 1·locks, but with the additional 
facility that one block can be working with the CPU while another is 
operating independently with an I/0-ch;;.nnel. 

Many computers are available now with memory protection in 
various forr.1s. At one extreme, each meraory location has an associ a ted 
bit that when set, blocks writing into that location or execution of 
an instruction in that location; at thE other extreme, one area of the 
memory may be protected. This feature js of great importance where the 
cor.1puter is being used concurrently in a number of applications. It is 
aiso a very useful debug aid. 

* K :::: l024 
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From the point of view o: reliability parity checking 
and non-volatility (i.e. preservat_on of memory contents during 
a power failure) are desirable and available. 

2.2 Arithmetic Unit 

For very many on-line apJllica tions, it is not neces:::;:J.ry 
to employ a c.ompu ter with hardware for floating point arithmetic. 
However for those systems that req1,ire analysis of the data in the 
on-line computer by such programs LS a three dimensionc:.l recon
struction program, this feature wot.ld be essential. ;;;11ny of the 
small computers do not even prnvidE hardware (except perhap:::; as an 
option) for fixed point multiply ar.d divide. In those applica tioils 
where the required computation is J·ela ti vely simple an.ci it co.n 
proceed slowly, a comp11ter of this type could perhaps oe chosen. 
Even when the hardware for multipljcation and division is provided 
there is considerable variation in the complexity of the algor_:_thms 
used in the hardware, giving a conEiderable range in the execution 
times. 

Although indirect addresE in;_:;; is uni versaL.y ::1vai laol e, 
some machines do not contain index recis ters, or ·:~}-:.c:-1 ~hey uo these 
may be in fact memory locations raiher than "flip-flop" :::-egisters 
(this is also true even for the accumu1a tors in some Zl::Lc;-~.; nes). It 
is hard to believe that index regiEters would not benefit ::1ny on
line system both from the point of view of speed and progr~mming 
techniques. 

2.3 Interr~pt System 

This is a most important part of an on-line computer. This 
type of computer is expected to respond to external sti~~li, corninc 
in an essentially random·* manner from a number of sources. ':'he rela
tive importances of these stimili will be expected to influence the 
responses to them. Often the speed of response to a stimulu:::; is 
critical. The response to an interr~pt (i.e. stimulus) is that the 
computer discontinues its current a~tivity, executes a program 
varying in length from one to sever~l hundreds of instructions and 
then resumes its former activities. 

The currently available cJmputers offer a wide range of 
interrupt features, the more import:mt are as follows: 

Nature of Resnonse 

In general a computer res)onds in one of two ways to an 
interrupt. Either it is forced to ececute a directly or indirectly 
addressed instruction of the Branch and Store type or it is forced 
to execute a single instruction (us·lally an add to memory type) and 

* In this case random is meant to __ mply that the stimuli are not 
synchronized with the operations of the computer and one does 
not wish to assume any rigid tim•J relationship between the 
various stimuli. 
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then immediately continues with the "interrupted" program. The second 
type of response is particularly usef~l in applications where the 
computer carries out simple counting cperations, e.g. multichannel 
analysers, film transport systems, etc. 

Interrupt Identity 

Interrupts are identified by assigning to each interrupt or a 
group of interrupts a different memory location for its "forced Branch 
and Store" instruction. A given interrupt within a group has to be 
identified by the program examining scme sort of status word or by 
"polling" a number of sense-lines. 

Interrupt Priority 

If all the interrupts in a system had the same priority then 
once a program had been started in response to one of these interrupts, 
then all other interrupts woulfi have to wait until this program had 
been completed. In most systems however, this i~ not the case and a 
response is required to some interrupts in spite of the fact that 
computer is executing a program in response to an earlier interrupt. 
This feature is provided by assigning interrupts or groups of inter
rupts to a number of priority levels 2nd allowing those of higher 
priority only to interrupt the processing of an interrupt responsr. 

Speed of Interrupt Response 

The speed with which a computer responds 
depends on many factors. Taking these in sequence 
which the interrupt is given to the ccmputer, they 

to an j_nterrupt 
from the time at 
are : 

Time for the computer to complete the execution of the current 
instruction. (In some computers this can be very long because, 
for example, a response is required from a peripheral device 
before the completion of an Ilo instruction). 

Time for the priority system to decide the relative priority 
of this new interrupt and that cf the interrupt currently being 
serviced. 

If necessary, time to complete the service programs for all 
higher priority interrupts and fOssibly for some interrupts on 
the same level. 

Time to execute the "forced Brarch and Store" instruction 
sequence. 

Time to preserve status information, working registers contents, 
etc. of the "interrupted prograrr" and to replace them by infor
mation required by the prograrn to service the interrupt. Various 
features are available that are intended to reduce this time and 
the previous one; such as automatic exchange of Program Control 
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Register contents (i.e. regisier which contains address of next 
instruction, status informaticn, interrupt mask, etc.); auto
matic exchange of the active vorking registers (i.e. groups of 
"flip-flop" registers used as accumulators and index registers) 
from one group to another. 

Selective Enabling of Interrupts 

Features are available the; t enable individual 'interrupts or 
groups of interrupts to be independEntly made sensitive or insensitive 
to interrupt signals, by setting suitable bit patterns in control words 
(i.e. interrupt masks) within the irterrupt system. 

Interrupt Triggering 

'L'his feature .enables the computer itself to apply a signal 
to any one of its interrupt lines. 1his has a number of uses, such as 
in simulation programs that are designed to simulate a piece of equip
ment l).Ot yet attached to the computEr. 

2.4 I/O-System 

The I/O-System of a computer can be divided into three main 
areas, Channels, Status Sensing and Device Control. 

a) Channels 

The basic characteiistics of an I/O-Channel are : 
its width (i.e. whether it c2n transfer one bit at a time, or 
the six bits of a character in parallel, or a full computer 
word in parallel, etc.); its maximum transfer rate; vrhether it 
contains a buffer register ard whether it can carry out autono
mous transfers*. 

Another most important feature of a channel is the 
way it can be connected to a number of devices and the manner 
in which it handles the transfers to and from these devices. 
A selector channel can be cornected to a number of devices but 
at any given time only one of these devices will be selected 
and carrying out transfers. A multiplexor channel also has a 
number of devices (or device controllers) attached to it, but 
all of them can be selected and carrying out transfers at the 
same time. In its most complicated form the multiplexor channel 
provides for each device (or device controller) a data buffer 
register, a word count register and a memory address register, 
so that an autonomous transfEr can be simultaneously carried 
out for each device. 

* An autonomous channel, once the program has instructed it as 
to the number of words (or craracters) and their location in 
memory, can independently cairy out the specified number of 
I/O transfers, leaving the CIU free to continue execution of 
a program. 



b) Status Sensing and Device Co1trol 

For both the standard peripheral equipment (e.g. card 
readers, magnetic tape units, etc.) as well as the special 
devices attached to the com~tter, it is important that the 
computer should be able to p:~ovide the program with the means 
of obtaining status informat.-on about the devices, channel~ and 
interrupt system and with th•: means of controlling the devices 
and interrupt system. 

Status information is either obtained by reading in 
a special word via for examp:.e a channel or by a system of 
sense lines attached to the '"arious devices and each of which 
can be individually tested b~" an instruction of the Sense and 
Skip type. 

Device control is Hsually provided either by sending 
special words to the devic-e via a channel or by providing a 
system of individual control lines, on which pulses can be 
generated by the execution o:' an Output Control Pulse type 
instruction, the address of vhich specifies the line to be 
pulsed. 

2.5 Standard Peripheral Devices 

Besides the normal periph!~ral devices necessary for p~cogram 
loading, compiling, testing, contra: ling, etc. (i.e .• paper tape punch 
and reader, or card punch and reader, typewriter or teleprinter), it 
is often necessary to have a periphE~ral device for recoring output 
data. This is obviously a device caJ'able of much higher transfer rates 
(50 to 150 Kc/sec) and to date this has been usually l/2" magnetic 
tape decks writing at 200 or 556 bpj in "IBM compatible format". 

A very interesting new de1elopment in the peripheral equip
ment for on-line computers are the <maller disk stores with capacities 
up to about half a million w~rds (i.e. 8 million bits). Besides 
offering an alternative to magnetic tape as the output device of a 
system, because of their random accE·ss capabilities they provide a 
number of advantages from the progrE.mming point of view : 

With a disk it is rossible to extend the size of . 
program used beyond the size of the core store, by overlaying 
unrequired parts of the prog1am with new parts that are held 
on the disk. 

The existence of a disk on a computer can facilitate 
the assembly, compilation anc loading of programs. Because the 
assemblers and compilers can be kept on disk, only one pass of 
the object program is requirEd. In addition all of the sub
routine library and user prO€Tams can be held on the disk ready 
for loading. 
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Another peripheral devicE that is becoming more common in 
on-~lne systerni is the CRT Display with Light-pen and Keyboard. ~ith 
this device it is possible for the ;>rograrns to rapidly display messages 
to the system operator; to display interesting data in graphical form 
and via the keyboard and light-pen allow the operator to input control 
information and orders in a convenjent manner. For example the program 
could display on the screen of the CRT a list of alternative actions 
open to the system and ask the operator to choose one; which he would 
do by pointing to that action with the light-pen. 

2.6 Software· 

It is essential that an cn-~1ne computer should be delivered 
with an Assembler, Loader and a lilrary of routines for I/O, Arithmetic 
functions, floating point etc. In <:.pplications where the memory space 
is available and timing is not too critical, Fortran is very valuable. 
If the computer has a disk then thE manufacturer should provide a full 
Batch Monitor system. 

2.7 Miscellaneous 

A number of other specia: features are available, such as : 

neal Time Clocks - These are very useful in applications 
where recording the time of events is important or where it is 
necessary to initiate events on tht~ basis of time. 

Logic Modules- In alrnos; all applications it is an enormous 
advantage to be able to purchase f:·orn the computer manufacturer the 
modules from which the computer is built. If the equipment attached to 
the computer is then constructed f:·orn these modules, interfacing is 
greatly simplified etc. 

3. Ap,lications of On-line Cornput~rs 

3.1 Control Applications 

Returning now to the lis~ of applications given in section 
1, we see that the first four item; all involve the use of the computer 
primarily as a control element in ~he system. Many systems of this type 
are in construction or operation. :)orne examples are : 

Control System for the A~gonne ZGS (CDC 924 A) and the 
CERN PS (IEM 1800). 

Beam Switchyard at SLAG :sns 925). 

Control System for the C~RN 2m Hydrogen Bubble Chamber 
(PDP-9). 

Spectrometer Data Proces3ing System at SLAG (SDS 9300). 
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In these systems the basic tasks of the computer can be 
redescri~ed as follows : 

Supervisory Function 

The computer monitors a la:-ge number of 1 go-no/go 1 signals, 
e.g. interlocks* vacuum valves open )I' closed, water flow re:ay 
detectors, etc., so as to ensure tha~ all parts of the system are 
in a conditioL to allo~ the successD,l and safe operation of the 
system. Vsrious methods for coEo;ir:u.o';.sly scanning these inputs can 
be adopted, for instance a special s':.omning 1.:.ni t can be built from 
reed relays which examin.es eacr. of t:~ese inputs in turn, presenting 
to the computer' the status of the in:mt and its number~ so "chat a 
short program can be used to 5.ni tiat-. "thi.s scanning every accelerator 
pulse, say, and to note any inputs t>2.t inG.icate a fai::.ure. The exact 
choice of the means of :xamining the;;e inputs r is cne of economics, 
reliability and speed. 

Data Logginp· 

Here the computer is requi.:'ed to measure (by means of arc 
analogti.e to digital conversion) a r.u. :ber of important parameters in 
the system 1 often with respec';; to ti::e. Examples of these measure
ments are 

Beam position measurements by pick-up electro~es in 
accelerators anC. storage r.ngs. 

Vacuum pressure ir~ the int ;raction region of storage rings. 

Currents in the col~s of $Lgr.ets both in accelerators and 
beam transport systems. 

Magnet posi -~ions in beam s~ri tch-yarc:ls and spectrometers. 

Variation of pressure with ~ime in a bubble chamber. 

Rauiation levels. 

Interaction Rates, 

etc. 

jlbe exact way in which the~;e various analogue signals are 
meE•.:~ured by ar;.alogue to digital conv•:rters and read into the computer 
,~_t-:j)~,nclE• on the r:.umber of signals and the speed and precision with 
whi•::>. :hey nus t be converted. 

Tl1e compa ter can be given direct control over many parts of 
-~11t: cq_uipment, for exarr:p:e by d:'..gi ta~- to analogue converters, or 
stspping motors driving helipots it c:t.n adjust magnet currents; by 
ac~uators, or electric motors it can open and close valves, rotate 
:-nagr.O)ts etc. 
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Interruption 

The interrupt facility cf the computer is used in a number 
of ways, for example : lf the stErt of the accelerator output pulse 
causes an interrupt, this can be !,sed to lni tiate a sequence of mea
surements on the pressure in a burble chamber or a supervisory scan 
of the system; certain critical signals can be connected to inter
rupts so that if a dangerous faih re occurs, e. g. a sudden rise in 
pressure in a vacuum chamber, ther the computer can taic:e irnmedia te 
steps, closing valves, turning ofi power supplies etc., to protect 
the system. Often a clock is used to produce interrupts at regular 
intervals so that system checks 01 parameter measurements can be 
initial at regular intervals. 

O_perator Communications 

As usual this is a most important feature of those on-line 
systems. The simplest form of comr.uni cation is by print.:.ng ;r,e::;sr,ces 
and numerical information on a ty1 ewr i. ter and by tho opere_ tor t;ypi ng 
in responses. This is not very sai :_,]r~~ctory because it .:_;:; slo':l and it 
may require more highly trained Oiera~ors than can be usu~1lly provided. 
Hence CRT displa;ys are being in tn duccd to give the Oj)era tor {~r.1.phical 

information and in some system spEcia= control and display parteis are 
being built so that an operator f~.~iliar with ~he conventional means 
of controlling the system will ha\e a minimum to learn when he starts 
operate the computer controlled S.)stew. 

3. 2 Spec trorne_ters and Anal,ys en; 

In these ~ypes of systen, in addition to h~ving to provide 
some of the features described abcve (3.1), the compu~cr h~s now to 
rcaa-in from the equipment data fer Nuclear and liich 2ncrcy Phyoics 
Experiments. A typical example of what this involves is gi von b,y the 
Spectrometer system at SLAG and tLe associated progra;n system called 
Spectre. This system was intended to provide : 

An event triggered systtm for data acquisition, filtering 
and recoring. 

Data logging system (rnacnet currents etc.). 

Display system to help cetection of equipment failure and 
aid in the set-up and IiH>ni taring of experiments. 

A set of equipment chccl ~inc procedures, opt:ra ted concur
rently with the experirn(ntal data takiEz. 

'rhe sys tern basically CO}tsis ts oi' an I/O wul ti.Dlexor l.inking 
t:1e co;aputer to the conventional (!quipraent of a spectrometer experi
ment, so that the computer can monitor and control the spectrometer 
and read in data frDrn pulse heigh; analyzers, coincidence circuits etc. 
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Event detection by the coinc1aence cL·cui ts can be used to generate 
one of twelve interrupts. The compute:· is an sns 9300 with 32K core 
store, 2 million character disk, 2 m.a1;netic tape units, C11T display 
with light-pen, teleprinter etc. 

r::'hc program system Sceptre Las been constructed so as to 
give the physicists running an experiJtent on '~he sys tern a consider
able degree of flexibility in rearrant;ing his programs during the 
running of the experiment. The physic~st has first of all to prepare 
a set of subroutines - written in ass ,,mbly language or Fortran, which 
are he::.d on the disk in binary re::._oca·,able form. ~1 he Sceptre system 
J;hen allows him -co form sequences of ",hese subrouccines, called 
~scripts'. When a Script's definition has been typed in, it ic loaded 
into the core store in preparation foJ execution. Scripts are then 
executed in response to one of three (Vents : a particular interrupt 
that was associated with the Script ix_ its definition; asking for its 
execution by a typed in .message; afteJ' a specified time interval. 

The CRT display system is arranged so that the physicist 
can select one of several possible di[plays that he has, already 
defined and introduce parameters by Illh:lns of a set of thumbwheel 
switches. 

In its simplest form a multj-cham1el analyzer system with 
a compt:.ter, merely consists of: a conv(ntional se~ of electronics con
taining amplifiers, di.scril'lina "';ors, cc.j ncidence detectors anc, a. pulse 
height analyzer. The coincidence circtits sre connected to the 
computer's in"!;errupt system and thG p1lse height analyser's output is 
either connectec to an input channel cr to a single execute interrupt 
system. When a coincidence is detectec anc. the pulse heicht analyzer, 
has prepared its output to indica~e wl.ich 'channel' in the experiment 
must have a count added tc it, this mmber is e~ther read in by a 
short interrupt routine via an Input c har1nel and -~he appropri taJce 
'channe~ 1 count is incremented, or thE number is used as an address 
in the co:ce store so that a single exEcute interrupt can increment 
the 'channel' count directly. 

More complicated systems arE in operation involving several 
pulse height ana:yzers - for multiparFmeter experiments. In many 
systems the interface between the con\entional electronics and the 
computer can be quite elaborate, so tl-at for example al::. events can 
be input to the computer and recorded, but only a certain sub-set of 
the possible channels are analyzed imnediately. 

3.3 Film Measuring Systems 

On-line computers are emplo;>eC. in a number of different 
types of: bubble chamber and spark chanber film measuring systems : 
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l.\'lnual ~~ee.su~~~-n_:s and Scanni1Lg Tables - e.g. Franckensteins, 
IEP's, Imscc Pln.w.• :Di,r~itizers 1 Miladjes etc. 

Jn thic kind o::.~ system the on-line computer plays its usual 
::ole o: :J.cu:j::tir.g dn. tE·. from the mach: nes 1 carrying out simple tcs ts 
0:-1 er:\ch mcasuremen·c and. then recordi1,g this data onto some output 
neQlUm. This slnglc activity alone i1 very valuable because it replaces 
the incii vid.uc:.l .1.r,d unreliable card p1. nches or paper tape punche::; that 
usc~ to be used with these machines. In addition, when they were used 
off-line from a computEr, their outpLt data was usually only processed 
after a C:.elay o:': :o.any hours, so that machine or opera tors' errors could 
go 'knd.et~::ctecl for some time, which of·.en lead to the loss of as much as 
a days production. 

To furtr.e:r reduce the numbPr of rejects caused by these 
errors) the Gompu ters in this type of system are t:sed to apply detailed 
tests to the d.ata on all of the tracl:s measured; to check the sequence 
o;~ operations carried and to provide the operator with facilities to 
co:::-rect erro:::.'s. 

In n.lmos t all sys terns the <lata relating to a track is tested 
by checking its snoothness (i.e. fi t·;ing a curve throut;h the measured 
po::.Lts and exami~1.i.ng thGi:c scatter al,out this curve). In some systems 
a nore strinc;ent -':;est is applied, thict of trying to reconstruct the 
;;racks :..r. 3 -c~imem.ion:o: from the meaS1 :rements in the vo.ri ous stereo-
V.1.8VlS ~ 

i~gE;.in in this type of sys t1!m communication between the 
opera-:;or and ~he com:puter is important, to inform him of his errors, 
what he shou2.d do next, etc. So far 1:ommunica tion has been by means 
of ty-pewriters, illuminated message :mnels, numerical displays, lights 
e-~~c. 

In a number of systems the computer is also used to control 
the measuring clevice. It is given co1trol over the film transport 
system and :..s used to position the m1chine close to each of the fidu
cial marks and tracks that have to b; measured, leaving the operator 
to complete thE fina: positioning fo~ the measurement and in addition 
Ensuring tha-t operator measures the ::orrect number of fiducials and 
tracks. 

Semi-Au tom2.tic '1-Tec.suring Machines - e. g. Spiral Reader, Sl\lP. etc. 

This category of measuring machines contains various devices 
-:;hat are essentially cievelopments of the manual machines, which attempt 
to raise the measuring rute and redu::e the work of the operator. All of 
these machines involve nru.ch more dat1 and higher date rates than in the 
previous category. 

J:'he data produced by these machines contains many measure
ments on tracks tha~ sre close to or crossing the tracks actually 
being measured; it is thErefore nece3sary to filter out these spurious 
measuremer.ts from the data. In the c~se of the S11P this filtering is 



done in the on-line computer so tha1 if the resulting data for the 
track is unsatisfactory, the operatcr can be instructed to remeasure 
the track. 

In the Spiral Reader system the filtering is done off-line 
in a lar,'je computer; the on-line co;yputer does very little with the 
dat;:;. except check the fiducial meas'Grerrrents by examininG their separa
tions and possibly a simple reconstiuction test on the vertex meusure
ment. However the on-line computer is deeply involved in the control 
of the device. It is used in the stage motion servo-system and is used 
to control and check the automatic ueasurement of fiducial marks. The 
cow;,~mications with the operator are relatively '?irnple and are carried 
out mainly by means of a typewriter. 

Automatic Measuring Systems 

A great variety of measclrinc :.:;_,.:;-;;;:;;;,8 of thi:::; type have been 
constr'!.lcted, the tasks of the on-line c:;L,:~,u,,(~=- vary very conciclerably 
fro;;; the relatively simple si tua ti c,n ol· <::..~1 iu'l) c:,'/ :; .. c_w ( ;,.s fo:::- exalilple 
at ~rookhaven and College de France) to ~ystems ~;~~ P~?R where 
pattern recognition programs are e:xecu;,cd in the or1- ... ~:i.; c:orr.puter. 

When an HP:D is connected on-llne to its own c· .. ·:;·1 ';(:r, 
·oesides controlling the HPD (stage ;;.ovc;:-l(:mt, scan mocle ~c<~e,: "i Gn, 
film transport etc.); reading in tte d~ta, carrying out conc~:.:;;,ency 
checks and recording the data on ma~ne~Jc ~ape; ~he com~uter u3ually 
h,'J..s a numbe:r." of otl1er imp or tan t t(1S~·:::J. '.~lDen. an 1-L_1~l _:_::::; opera. ti.nc iY'.1. 

the so called "full-guidance" sys ter;,, ·Ghe first ::; ;;a.r~-c in proces:::;.:.ne 
the data is to eliminate all measurcncn~s that a:::-e ~~t close to the 
expected positions of the tracks and fiducial ma:::-kc, (Li1e so called 
Gatinc operation). This is a conveni~nt operation to do in the on-line 
COiilJ.11>ter as it greatly reduces the ano·l~,"~ of data ~ha: ;,:ts to be 
written on the output tapes. In mr1ny Il?:J systems tnc L~;~.:Jer of eacn 
frame appears as coded marks on the fi~~~ which are ~ctaally measured 
by the li?D; the recognition and d·:::co L nc:; of the;:;c warks ;nus t be done 
in the on-line computer. Its other t 1sb; can be : the selection from 
the output data of measurements on f id~,:ial mark:.;; provision of 
various displays of the "gated" co or iir~a tes of t!L' t:racks etc. 

Measuring systems such as :)~~?3, SPASS, ?DuLY etc., besides 
actuaLly measuring the events record?d on the film also in various 
ways attempt to recognise where the tracks are in each picture and 
which of them belong to in teres tine ::;vcn ~-s. These sys terrls essentially 
use the film as a random access star~ which is read out by solile sort 
of C.t:T scanner. Operating in their o 1-line computers are various forms 
of pattern recognition program that find tracks and fiduci~~l marks and 
i'oll O':; aJ ong tracks. 'L'he basic cycle of operations for t~cse programs 
is ~i1a t ·chey ins true t the s canne:r:' to exawine a small rec~'~c on of the 
picture; "vhen ;:orne combination of e:;.:;ctronics in tr.e sco.r.tw:: anu soft
ware ::.n ti1e computer decides whether \,here is a line elcwent (or spark) 
in th_;_s a:r-ea and if so where it is a 1d what is its direc~i.on. T:~is 
line element may then be checked to ;ee whether it can be matched to 
any previous found elements. Dependi: 1e; o~'l the results of this the 



programs will then instruct the sc<cnner to examine another area of 
the photograph, where for example ·;he programs expect to find another 
part of a track. 

The amount of guidance pJ.ovided to these systems varies from 
none to rough coordinates of vertices (measured during prescanning of 
the film to find frames containing events) and to having an operator 
"on-line'' to the system, providing help if the programs get into 
difficulties (e.g. POLLY). In this last type of system the complexity 
of the pattern recognition programs can be greatly reduced; however 
for the operator to be able to rapidly provide the necessary help, it 
is essential that the system has very good displays, showing what has 
to be measured and how the programs have interpretated it. 
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PROGliAM StiMX 
' . 

J. Zoll x, 

Introduc t ~Lon 

These last days you have heard a lot about the proc~ssing 

of individual events. You have teen presented ·.N::_th the various 

more or less automatic instrumerts for measuring coordinates on 

bubble chamber pictures. You have heard about 1J.IHRESH which com-

bines these measurements for each track to yield an estimate 

of its J -dimensional momentum. You have heard about the next 

link in tho data:-processing chajn, GRIND which combinesthe 

momenta of all tracks of an ever.t to test the various physical 

interpretation of each event. l"cr the ph,ysica:1y r)o~>si.o1e inter-
1 

pretation, GRIIIJl) does an adjustnent of the moruenta by the me-

thori of leastsquares and determ:nes any missing Quantities, such 

as the magnitude of the momentun. of a V 0 or the momentum of an 

unseen neutral. The result of GRIND is the Gompletc descrip-

tion of each event, that is the 4-momelitum vector of each track, 

with error estimated, written 1llto magnetic tape. This tape goes 

into SLICE, the next link in thE chain. In the program the phy-

sically interesting quantities <:.re computed, such as effective 

masses qf particle-combinations angles in various Lorentz-frames 

and whatever you need. The rcsu:.t of SLICE in the Data Summury 

Tape for a bubble chamber exper:.ment, containing event-for-event 

the quantities needed for the s~;a.tistical analy::;is of the expe-

x) cr:RN 
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riment. By statistical analysi~· we mea.n the corn_pilation of the. 

simple-event data into histogrc:.m of I or 2 dimensions, the 

determination of mean and varic:nce of some quantity ever the 

whole experiment, the co~pilatjon of lists and ordered lists 

of event-data. This statical aralysis is the task of the prog

ram SUMX, the last link of the data-processing chain at CEB.N. 

Although this is logically and historically the place where 

CERN Sffiv1X h·as been written, it is not logically tied to the 

bubble-chain, but i~ is a self-contained general program. You 

could use it to evaluate the cEnsus of Russia, it has in fact 

been used to analyse the. school-problems of the CERN children, 

and less exotic, it is in current use by the spu::.."lc chamber and 

counter people at CERN. Further it is used in most high-energy 

laboratories all over the world, even in places where progra~s 

other than THRESH and GRIND are used for the bubble data-proce-

ssing. 

To let started we shall look at an example: the annihilation 

of antiprotons at rest into 2-prongs -r V 0
: 

:fr+K~---K~ 

This topology contains the 

P +P-- K 0 +K+ +7i
K0+.h+-t K
Ko+.li + -t 7i-+ Ko 

1f-~c '\ 

following reactions: . 
fLy(<--# 
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With SLIC2; we ~ave made ourselves a tape, the Data Summary r.rape 

or DST, which contains all tha events, may be IOOOO, I event 

per record, with the following information: 

word I 

2 

J 

4-8 

9-IJ 

I4-I8 

I9-2J 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Event number 

Eypot~esis number (I, IOI, 2, 102, J) 

x.t. 

px I ~ ' ~~' P ' E of K o 
11 of +ve particle 

of -ve particle 

" of unseen neutral, if any 

M.t- of combination ( K0

1 
+ve part) 

It ( K 0 -ve part) 
} 

11 (+ve, -ve part) 

II (unseen neutr. Ko ) 

II ( II - +Ve part) 

MZ-of combination (unseen neutr. -ve part) 
if any. 

From this sea of data we may require SUMX to produce the follo-

wing distributions: 

for hypothesis I: 

for hypothesis 2: 

for hyp. IOI: 

the Dalitz-plot (K 0Tt 0
} VS (K + .fi -; 

n 11 - (K 0 Ji+) VS (K- ./;-+) 

the hjstograms of the masses (K ()Jio) and~+.Tt-} 

I02: II II II II - (K 0 Ji 0) and(K-JT+} 

for hyp. J: the argular distribution (K<J K 0 ) and 

a histogram of the mass (K 0 Jj-t-) 

Let us write down a formal plan of requirements which 
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looks English but is easy to tranclate into computer-chinese: 

SUMX pass: Alushta special 

Tape: DSTJ9 of Montanet on unit II 

Selection : Event belongs to 

subset IO if word 2 = I 

subset II if word 2 = IOI 

subset 20 if word 2 ;:;;; 2 

subset 2I if word 2 = IJ2 

subset JO if word 2 = J 

subset JJ if event in sJ.bset JO anci if word J< IO 

Compute 

I) for subset JJ: 

set word J5 :=:; -p,·. Pz. / P1 · PL 7 ~ is in words 4-6 

--PL is in words I9-2I 

Histograms 

I 
I) for subset II: (K 0 Jr 0

) f "' • hy To··/ e I. mas.;. ln p • .._ .l. 

') 

histigram word 27, 25 to 4 Gev·-, IOO chanr.els, 

2) for subset II: I (K +:IT-) eff. mas:; in hyp. IOI' 
') 

25 to 4 GeV'-, roo channels' 

J) for subset 21: '(KoJT<) eff. mas:; in hyp. 102 1 

hist. word 27 • • • 

4) for subset 2I: I (K ~ .fr +) eff. mas:; in hyp. I02' 

hist. word 28 • • • 
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5) for Gubset JO! 1(K 0 J1 1) eff. mass in hyp. J 1 

histogram word 24, ••• 

and also word 28, 

6) for subset JJ: 1(K°K 0
} angular distribution, Jz< IO' 

histogram word J5, -I to + I,40 channels 

Dalitz-Plots 

I) for subset IO: '(K 0 .7i-)'YS (K~-Ji-) in hyp. -I' 60 c.1anne=_..:-. in X , 

60 channels in (j· 

Particle masses: 5,5, .I4 GeV, total energy 1860 ~eV,word 

25 is X , word 26 is Y. 

2) for subset 20: 1(1< 0 Ji+)'..JS (K-Jil·) in hyp. 2 1 

60 channels ••• 

?article masses • . . 
word 24 is X , word 26 is Y • 

All done 

You should note the following very clever i~ca which coQ~s 

from BEHKLEY sm~~X: the selection o:l: subsets o:i events is ~al\:~n 

out of the rest of the histog:;:-aw::1inz proccG.u.r..:-. C:i first-thou['>lt 

impulse one would have written fa..:.~ tne first fii;_,-.•.Jg:r:;.m: 

I) if word 2 = IOI : '(K<J ;,-o) cff. r;.ass in hyl:). IOI' etc. On 

seco~~ thought you wish notice the enormous advantage of the 

separation. The criteria as to vhether or not a given event 

belongs to a given sub:Jet are writt0n down once. Later on, ·,.-,A __ ;-,. 
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the specification for the operations are given, a single num-

ber i's needed to specify the wanted subset, no matter how compli

cated the selection criteria may be. This idea i& in fact of 

utmost importance and is largely responsible for the versati-

lity of SUMX. 

There is one other thing I would. like you to notice when 

looking at this set of specifications: to accumulate a histogram 

or a Dalitz-plot, both are stand~rd operations. They can be prog

rammed into Su~X once-for-all, and the user simply calls for 

these standard operations with his control-cards. The same is 

true, to a less extent, for the selection of sub-sets. To do 

this, a piece of program in SUMX reads, interpretes and executes 

control-cards, which specify rel~tionships between numbers, such 

as= ? < 
I I • 

To do the same for the stuff called for under 

the heading of 11 computen is impr:Lcticable. If one were to try, 

it would amount to writing a computer. SmiX has an elegant so

lution to this pro'blem. The user can specify any non-standard 

computations he needs in the fern of subroutines, called 

C HARMI, • • • C HARM9 which are c Jmpiled by the FORTRAN compiler. 

These become part of the program. On the control-cards the user 

calls for these computations for the wanted sub-set of events. 

The Structure of t 1c Prograrr .. 

Now '7 I think, we have a fai::·ly clear idea of what we want 

the program to do; so we may put down its outline specifications. 

The first thing we need, are 2 v~ctors, call them BOUT ans TEST. 



BOUT holds the current event, a 3 it c ames from the DST. In our 

example, we had the "::{_ .t. in wor·i J, in the pro.cram. This will 

be used as BOUT (J). The vector TEST ( n) contains Y:ES-NO in

formation, indicating whether o::- not the current event belongs 

to sub-set ~~These 2 vectors C)ntain the basic information 

needed everywhere in SUMX. Of C)urse, they must be in common 

storage. Next we need separate ~ieces of code, which execute the 

various operations. 

Each such. piece of prograQ we call a p~ocessor. Some of the 

existing processors in SUMX are 

block 6 makes histo~rc:.:::s 

block 7 makes 2-diir.Cns :..onal histograms 

block IO finds means, v.1.riance, r.;:....::ima and r;Jaxima 

block I4 compiles lists of event-data 

block I5 compiles order~d lists 

TAPE reads the DST 

SELECT checks whether or not an event belongs to the 

defined sub-se;s 

CHARM controls auxiliary computations defined by the 

user by means )f his Cha=m-routines. 

There are some more standa:-d processors in SUMX, with 

less obvious functions, but thi3 list will be enough for you 

to get an idea. A processor con3:....sts of J parts, corresponding 

to the J stages of SUMX: during the first stage SUMX reads the 

control-cards on which the user specifies the detailed operations 

he wants. 
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The cards look about li:<:e that: 

~ UEW PASS 

Alushta special 

~ Tape 

II DST J9 Montanet 

3f SELECT 

TEST IO 

2 EQUAL I 

TEST II 

2 EQUAL IOI 

• • • 

TEST JO 

2 EQUAL J 

TEST JJ 

J SMALLER IO 

AND JO TRUE 

~ CHARM 

ANGLE JJ I 4 I9 

3f BLOCK 6 

1 K,;)Tto eff. mass., hyp. IOI 1 

roo 25 4 II 

27 

I t<+Jr- eff. mass, hyp. IOI' 

• • • 
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* BLOCK 7 

'(K<).Tt-)vs (K+Tt-), hytl-1' 
test IO 

.5 

25 

. . . 
~ALL DONE 

I 60 

• 5 • I4 

26 

60 

I860 

The information from the control-caris is somehow encoded and 

stored away as parameters for the se)ond stage when the DST is 

read and the various processors extract the information from the 
rd events. During the J , the last, stage the compiled distributions 

are printed out for the user. 

Let us look at this in somewhat for details: 

the SUMX chief calls the J sub-chief:3 in succession: 

---SUMX I 
,-----, -----

SUMX K- - SUMX 2 

---------- S UMX J 

there by initiating stage I,2 and J. During each stage the appro

priate sub-chief has overall control, which it returns to the big 

boss when its work is done. 

sm.~x I starts reading the control-cards. It first takes note of 

the title of the pass. On finding thE! request-card ~ TAPi it jumps 

to part I of the processor TAPE, the FORTRAN subroutine TAPE I. 

This reads the contrql-cards to TAPE: in this case a single card, 

noting that the DST is to be read frc1m unit II. When TAPE reads 

the 2nd card, it finds an asterisk in col.I. and returns control. 

SUMX ;r looks again at this card and finds * SELECT. So it calls 

SELECT, the part I of the processor El!:LECT which now reads all its 
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control-cards. The process continues until tile card ~ ALL DON'"£, 

when SU:MX I returns to the master. During this st.:J.ge I the 

order of requests is estab lis he :l: 'rAPE, S.3LEC'.I', CHAR~vl, BLOCK 6, 

BLOCK 7. 'rhis order is used in 3ta.ge 2: for each event SID/IX 2 

calls first TAPE 2 to read the .')Vent into BOUT, it then calls 

SELBC 2 to establish whether or not the event belongs to the 

sub-sets defined, it next calls CHARMB which in turn calls the 

user's routine CHAR.i\11 to do his non-standard computations. Fi

nally, it calls BL6B and BL7D t(l add the event into the various 

histograms. This process co:ntim_es for all events. On reaching 

the end-of-file mark, SUMX switches to stage J by calling sm'tX J) 

which in turn calls the parts J of all processors for them to 

print their results. 

Let us point out some of tLe properties of this set-up. 

Firstly, the various processors are independent of each other 

as a result each processor is a plug-in unit which you may put 

in or leave out. This does, of ccurse,not mean that there is no 

communication between the processors, but this is strictly for

malized: communication is only rermitted via the 2 vectors BOUT 

and TEST, and further mor~ it is completely under the control of 

the u::;;er. Secondly, this set--:.;.;; is ideal for using the overlay 

technique. On the first level of overlay, only one logical third 

of the program is needed at any 3tage. Switching of the stagc'is 

very rare, only J program exchc-n~es are needed for a normal simple 

run. For stage I and stage J vve :nay use second-level overlay, 

exchan;;ing the processors. This ,;ives us the following core-sto

rage mc.:.p; which is schematic in -:hat some pieces have been left 

out, but for the amount of memor~r needed by the various pieces 

it is about right. 
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mcfJOry 

1------
1 l------1 
I SELECT I I BL6A BL7A I :16 + 7B BL6C l3L7C 

l 
SUlllX J 

' 

SUN:X 

time 

So, most of the prol?ram resides OJl back-up storage, and only the 

needed pieces are brought to core--memory. Thi;.; helps both for Slilall 

computers and for rnul t i-proc ess iL.;; computers where core-space is 

usually a serious bottle-neck. ?io1.e that the processors are not 

excha~ged in s~age 2, which would mean several overlays for each 

event, which would be terrible. 

The :JyL;G.nJic 3t'Jre 

Next I wou:d like to discuss a technique used in SilljX, which 

is natural to programs written in machine languazc, but is strange 

in FORTRAN. ~he problem is the foJlowing: the processors need some 

memory into which to put the accurrulated information. This memory 

reQuiremer.t is variable; for 2 hi~tograms you may need about 200 

words, for IOO histograms about IC 000 words. The same variability 

exists for all processors. The solution is one large common vector 

used by all processors, called the dynamic store. Vith our exa~ple 

tl1is store would be used as folloi·;s: 

I200 -4o words __. IO words -roo words ,...., IOOO TES'f 
words for Select for C HA.R1,1 for words 

Block 6 for 
Block 7 

BOUT' SE~ECT CHAR;·,; Block 6 Block 'I JJ 
·.vords 
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The storage :for block 6 magnifi·~d might look like this: 

ii 

ii+I 

+2 

+J 

+4 

+5 

+6 

+77I4 

+I5 

+I6 

iist+O 

+I-IOO 

+IOI 

ii !fiXT 

+I 

ii of next his·~. 

multiplicit~r 

wanted subs·~t 

number of c :1annels 

lower limit 

upper limit 

ii STORE 

BCD title o:: histogram 

"LOG 

LOG 

• • • 

mul:iple entries from BOUT (LOG) 

under flow )hannels 

histogram caannels 

overflow ch1nncl 

ii of next 

Multipl. 

. . . 
\'/ell, this is enough technical ietail, so that you can imagine the 

rest. Of course, one needs some coding which looks after orderly 

use of the dynamic store. 

This dynamic store in blank common solves a number of problems. 

First, of course, what it has been designed for, namely the effici-
I 

ent use of the precious memory. Secondly, all information which has 

to be passed within a given processor from stage I to stage 2 and 

to stage J goes via the dynamic store, ic is not kept in memory 

local to the processor. This is essential for program overlay to 

work. Thirdly, all the information is always accessible. There is a 
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block 4 in SUMX which I have net mentioned yet. It allows the rna-

nipul~tiona of histograms, it can add several histograms together, 

and sLtch like. This could not oe done, if the histograms were burri-

ed soffiewhere in local memory of block 6. ITistorically, it was the 

use of this technique which enaJled the break-throuGh from the old 

Berkel;;y !..)UMX to CERN SUMX. 

Tho chain of data-processin~ programs 

[fit theoretical mod~ls 

Readt:r I 

9I 

point: bub~le-i~~Be coordinates 

track:reconstruction in space delivert 

p for each track 

event: kinematic fit 

I) hypothesis testing 

2) improved p 

eve·at: make .JS'I' containina derived 0 

qilant i ties of physics interest 

e~periment: distributions 
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